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FADE IN: 
 
EXT. DIRT ROAD – DAY - ESTABLISHING 
 
SUPER: Murfreesboro, TN.  
 
Potholes and puddles, lined with swampland. The sounds of 
rain and thunder. 
 
INT./EXT – PICK UP TRUCK – DAY – MOVING 
 
The struts squeak as the old truck rocks through potholes, 
the odometer dial reads 20mph. 
 

RADIO TWS (O.S.) 
The National Weather Service has 
issued a Flash flood warning.  
Avoid low lying areas as water may 
accumulate quickly. 

 
ROBBINS, 18, outdoorsman, robotic empathy, neatly dressed 
as a modern-day cowboy, hat included. He stares at the road 
beyond the dashboard radio and rusted hood of a Pick-Up 
truck.  
 
The radio goes static. He hastily reaches, give the radio 
dial a spin.  Rock music, another spin. Classical, a spin, 
static, a spin, impatient. A sigh, a final spin, country 
music, another sigh. George Strait sings, Robbins shakes 
his head with disgust, it’s not his song. NICK, 17, wily 
and ugly, scoffs. 
 

NICK 
What’s up your butt? 

 
ROBBINS 

It’s a good song. Just doesn’t fix 
me.  

 
NICK 

It ain’t about you. It’s about all 
those little ladies. 

 
They share an agreeable laugh, Nick more so. Robbins turns 
up the volume, the radio slightly louder than pouring rain.  
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Robbins sees the red glare of brake lights from the car a 
distance ahead, intermittently flash. 
 

NICK 
Go a little slower there, grandpa. 

 
Potholes, puddles, and a thin film of pooling water coats 
the road. Rain drops pelt the windshield, the wipers can’t 
keep up.  
 
Robbins hands squeeze the steering wheel white-knuckled, 
releases his grip. He exhales a constricted breath, tense 
but calm.  
 
The Pick-Up closes the with car, which slows to a modest 
crawl and repeatedly brakes. 
 

NICK 
We gonna be late. Pass him. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah. I’m on it.  
 
Robbins flashes the high-beams. The Chevy does not waiver 
and straddles the street.  
 
Robbins checks for room to pass, but the roadway narrows.  
 

NICK 
This fucker. 

 
Robbins tailgates, exhales, then impatiently makes another 
attempt to pass, and fails.  
 

NICK 
We gonna be late. 

 
ROBBINS 

I know. I know. 
 
Robbins slams his open hand on the steering column, a deep 
exhale, then controls his breath.  
 

ROBBINS 
Ain’t no room. Going to have to 
wait. There’s a shoulder ahead. 
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The road worsens. More water and less street. Robbins 
scrutinizes, avoids the big potholes, sees a road shoulder 
ahead, accelerates to pass. The Chevy swerves blocking him. 
Robbins looks sideways.    
 

NICK 
I think he just cut you off. You 
know Misty sure is pretty. If you 
don’t get there in time. I’m sure 
someone else will be mightily glad 
to take her hand. 

 
Nick’s taunt hit the mark, Robbins terse, a scowl. 
 

ROBBINS  
Let’s go bro. Just let me pass. 

 
Robbins firmly bangs a half-fist on the steering wheel. 
Nick enjoys getting a rise out of him. Robbins exhales and 
calms, he resolves, gives up, slows and creates safe 
distance.  
 

ROBBINS 
If we’re late. So be it.  

 
NICK 

You Are the driver. So, who do you 
think will ask her to dance first?  

 
The street is a shadow underneath sideways running water. 
 
A roadside sign “Hunters Creek, Est 1878.”   
 
Both vehicles slow. The creek has become a small river. 
  

ROBBINS  
So much for shortcuts. We may have 
to double back. 

 
NICK 

Curtis? No, he ain’t her type. 
Devon. Maybe. Steve? Hells yeah, 
slick Steve would be all over-- 

 
ROBBINS 
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We’re doubling back. This is only 
getting worse. Ain’t worth the 
risk. 

 
Robbins eyeballs a patch of road and cuts the wheel wide 
for a U-turn.  
 
The Chevy rolls further, stops in a deep spot in the eroded 
road, running water at the doorline. 
 
The creek banks have overflowed. Brown water packed with 
debris, seemingly alive, roils.  
 
The Chevy reverse lights illuminate. The car stalls and 
slides unnaturally sideways. The water is halfway up the 
doors. The Chevy floats several feet, bumps into a boulder 
and stops. 
 
Robbins on the second part of a three-point turn, casts a 
glance, and sees the shadow of the Chevy, off-the-road. His 
eyebrows furl, mouth bunches as he clenches his teeth. 
 

ROBBINS 
God damn.  

 
NICK 

What? 
 

ROBBINS 
Look at that fool. 

 
Robbins jams the pick-up into Drive, clear to pull away. He 
stares, a hand on the steering wheel, the other on the 
shifter.  
 
EXT. CREEK - NIGHT 
 
A washed-out roadway. The muddy water roars. Flotsam in 
increasingly larger sizes.  
 
The driver’s door juts ajar but can’t open against the 
running water. The window rolls down.  
 
A man struggles direly to crawl out, ROBERT, 40’s, lanky, 
farm hand, stumbles face first into the thigh deep water, 
clings to Anything to avoid being swept away.  
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Robert scans, panicked, contemplates, he doesn’t flee for 
safety.  
 

CUT TO 
INT. PICKUP – NIGHT 
 
Robbins watches Robert in wonder. Nick in amusement. 
 

NICK 
Let’s go already. A fool and his 
car will soon part. 

 
ROBBINS 

Let’s just wait one. It ain’t that 
deep. Go man. Go.  

 
Robbins holds his gaze, shifts the pickup from Drive into 
Park lift his foot from the brake. A hand on the ignition 
key. 
  

CUT BACK 
EXT. CREEK - NIGHT 
 
Robert struggles to pull a flailing defiant person through 
his window. The figure kicks and twists.  
 
Robert loses his footing, slips, the figure SMASHES their 
head on the doorframe, and acquiesces. Robert winches in 
pain, and stands.  
 
Robert arms encircle, grasp, then he pulls his wife, 
HELENE, 40s, pale, manic, into the waist high water.  
 
They slip and fall. Robert forcefully tugs Helene’s 
deadweight and drags her to the mudbank.  
 
She collapses exhausted. Robert pants, knackered, gasping 
for breath, his knee buckles and he steps with painful 
gait.  
 
He leans over her, hands to her shoulders, face to face. 
Her mouth moves the familiar “I’m okay” and she waves 
toward the Chevy, water now at the car window.  
 
The creek widens further. The water darker, bubbling, 
torrential rain.  
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CUT TO 
INT. PICKUP – NIGHT 
 
Robbins eyes glue to the rescue, slowly moves his hand from 
the key to the shifter.  
 

NICK 
We rolling? They’re gonna be okay. 
We’re gonna be late. 

 
ROBBINS 

Wait. 
 
Nick looks for a distraction, plays with the radio. 
 

CUT BACK 
EXT. CREEK - NIGHT 
 
Robert stands, limps, returns to the waist-high water. 
Falls and goes under, manages to regain his feet.  
 
He somehow reaches the car. The rear window is now down. 
NATALIE, 17, a waif, frail, torso stretches out the window.  
 
Helene, kneels, screams in hysterics, her face a contorted 
mess of angst. 
 
Robert and Natalie struggle and both slip and submerge 
under the rushing water. Robert gains footing, his hand 
grips Natalie and uprights her, pulls her close.  
 
At the bank, Robert stumbles and falls, releases his grip 
on Natalie, and he stands mouth wide-open, gasps, limps to 
Helene. 
 
Natalie crawls from the muddy banks past Helene, her face 
filled with shock and tears, unaware. Natalie arms embrace 
a tree trunk, her face glue to the bark.  
 

CUT TO 
INT. PICKUP – NIGHT 
 
Robbins stares, grips the steering wheel tight then 
relaxes. He repeats, deliberates, but still DOES NOT move. 
He scans from Natalie, to Robert and Helene, back to 
Natalie and holds. Nick dismisses.  
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NICK 
See, they all set? 

 
Robbins ignores him. 
 

CUT BACK 
EXT. CREEK - NIGHT 
 
Helene kneels, Robert bent, towers over her. She screams, 
motions wildly at the Chevy, Robert listens intently. 
 
The water is above the car doors now.  
 
Robert moves slowly, with intent, hands open to employ 
reason, pleads. 
 
Helene rises to her feet, starts into the water, but 
deceitfully stumbles. Robert pulls her back to shore. 
 

CUT TO 
INT. PICKUP – NIGHT 
  
Robbins exhales, looks at Nick. 
 

ROBBINS 
Let’s give them a hand. 

 
NICK 

And what? Get all dirty? It’s 
comical and all. They good. We 
need to get to the dance. 

 
Robbins give Nick a look, holds, and exits the running 
Pick-Up. Nick resolves to remain. 
 

CUT BACK 
EXT. CREEK - NIGHT 
 
Robbins cautiously walks closer, hears Helen’s piercing 
screams through the falling and running water.  
 
Helene’s wails cease. Robert and Helene lock arms and look 
at each other. Robert nods, he looks sad, solemn, 
condemned. Robert starts into the rushing water. 
  
The Chevy, pinned against a boulder, bumps and shudders.  
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Robert slowly advances, eyes swell with tears, as he 
marches to his demise. 
  
Robbins head turns as hears Helene’s first audible screams. 
 

HELENE 
You need to save them! You need to 
save our family! SAVE them! 

 
Robert looks back. The end is already in his eyes. A man 
knowing death approaches. 
 
A wave within the river approaches. Thick and wide and 
muddy, ROLLING across the wide field of water. The wave 
bears towards the Chevy and Robert. 
 
Robert, halfway to the Chevy, braces one step to the next, 
stumbles. Robert does not look back.  
 
Helene wails and Natalie clings tighter.   
 
Robbins stands over Natalie and takes it all in. 
 
Helene screams. 
 

HELENE 
YOU Get them. YOU better get them. 

 
The wave HITS, Robert goes under, without a sound, the 
Chevy breaks free, takes a submerging dip, and flows down 
the river, among the mud and debris.  
 
Helene stares, open mouth silence, face full of ugly 
terror.  
 
Natalie did not see the wave.  
 
Robbins eyes follow the drifting and bobbing nearly 
submerged car, then looks down at cowering and frail 
Natalie. He squints, and extends a hand she doesn’t see. 
 

ROBBINS  
Miss. Are you okay? 

 
 
INT. FBI FIELD OFFICE – DAY 
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Glass panel conference room, large table, too many 
executive leather chairs, uneasily quiet.  
 
ROBBINS, 30, athletic, receptive and acute, sits at a 
corner next to MANNY, Hispanic, 50, all business, no 
enthusiasm, both wear professional attire. 
 
Robbins fidgets with a Philz Coffee cup, tiny sweat beads 
line his face. He’s mid-narration. 
  

ROBBINS 
She looked at ME, then clutched 
the tree a little tighter. 
 

BEAT. 
 

ROBBINS 
The man, the two kids in the car, 
drowned. The woman, my mother-in-
law, already a little gone, was 
committed.  
 

BEAT 
ROBBINS 

The girl, my Wife. Well, that was 
how we met. 

 
Silence. Manny JUST stares. An uneasy moment. Robbins 
marvels. Manny’s words trickle. 
  

MANNY 
Uh. I’m so sorry. That’s horrible. 
How’s your wife, now?   

 
ROBBINS 

There are moments. But, more than 
anything, I try to remember what 
she’s been through. And that Our 
Family is the most important 
thing.  

  
Silence. Manny just sits. Robbins, stares Somewhere as he 
relives the incident. 
  
The door opens, a slice of office noise breaks the silence, 
in walks CRAIG, 40, African-American, lively, suave. 
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Craig slides out a chair, and plops down hard, smiles.  
 

CRAIG 
Sorry about that boss. Did I miss 
much? 

 
Manny ignores, and gets on track.  
 

MANNY 
Ok. Our team, Child Exploitation, 
is relatively small. The internet 
of things brought all things on 
the web, and then to us. Still we 
occasionally find black hats in 
P2P hosting CE alongside rootkits 
– they are not into kids for the 
money, they don’t think piracy, 
just file-sharing, and they 
believe a file is just a file. 
  

CRAIG 
Selling rootkits get you 
probation, swapping kiddie porn 
gets you five years’ prison. Cyber 
gets better stats. 
  

MANNY 
Normally I like to say the FBI 
hires the best and the 
brightest…but with a 2.8 GPA, I 
hope you make up for it with 
dedication and hard work. Army 
officer. Logistics. Aren’t Ready 
to be Marines Yet… 
(Scoffs)  
We’re all on the same side here. 

 
Manny warmly nods to Robbins. 
 

MANNY 
Give my team 5 years. On you go. 

 
Robbins face drops on “5”. 
  

ROBBINS 
Yes, sir. I heard 3 years was a 
possibility. 
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MANNY 

Yes, 3 years before consideration. 
The needs of the service take 
precedent. Plan for 5.  

 
BEAT 
 

CRAIG 
You have a daughter, right? The 
upside of this team is TRAVEL is 
MINIMAL and unlike most 
assignments, you’ll largely have 
nights and weekends to yourself. 
  

MANNY 
Craig is your mentor. You’ll be 
his shadow. As a parent, you’ll 
find this type of work rewarding. 
You’ll know the people you arrest 
get sent to prison. 

 
CRAIG 

Or worse… 
 
Manny swivels towards Craig, he flashes an agitated scowl. 
Craig takes heed, pauses. 
  

CRAIG 
Behind bars and, have their assets 
frozen and seized for victim 
restitution. 

 
Manny quickly resettles. Robbins holds a glance at Craig 
and then resumes a serious eye contact with Manny. 
  

MANNY 
CE will continue to be a priority.  
Gentlemen, I’ll leave you to it. 
Robbins, welcome to the FBI. 

 
Manny RISES, walks to the door and exits.  
  
A weight lifts from Robbins and Craig, the air lighter. 
Robbin smiles, leans back, more relaxed.  
  

ROBBINS 
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How many years in? 
 

CRAIG 
I got 8. 

ROBBINS 
How many in CE? 

 
CRAIG 

Too many. I have 2 years in but 
may transfer to gangs this summer.  

  
ROBBINS 

That’s nights, weekends, long 
hours. You have kids, right? 

 
CRAIG 

Yep, 3. Two boys and a girl. 11, 
7, and 3.  

 
Craig grimly contemplates and looks sideways. Robbins 
scoffs, realizes he’s set a sour tone. 
 

ROBBINS 
Let’s grab a coffee. On the New 
Guy. 

 
Craig shakes it off, smiles, rises. Robbins stands. Craig 
is out the door and Robbins a few steps behind.  
 

CRAIG (O.S.) 
Let’s do it. 

 
ROBBINS 

(To himself) 
Work the plan. 

 
EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD – DAY - ESTABLISHING 
 
Small town neighborhood. A winding road with small homes 
staggered, big yards.  
 
EXT. PARK – DAY 
 
A grassy patch a block from the MILLER RESIDENCE. 
 
A dozen agents don raid gear stand in circle and look at 
Robbins. Tan boots leave their mark on the lush green sod.  
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Robbins squeamish but enthusiastic. 
 

ROBBINS 
Okay. Just to recap PROM. Here’s 
our guy. 

 
Robbins flashes MILLERS PHOTO, then takes a deep confident 
inducing breath. 
 

ROBBINS 
Priors for resisting arrest, no 
registered weapons. Limited intel 
on site subdivision. We are not 
clear until it’s called. Be alert. 
Remember your roles and work the 
plan. Everyone good? 

 
The group members nod, grumble, or remain quiet. 
  

ROBBINS 
Quiet approach. Positions. 

 
Robbins gives hand signal to double time which is largely 
ignored, or garners a mix of smirks or snickers. Robbins 
shrugs, openly realizes no one paid attention.  
 
EXT. MILLER HOUSE – DAY 
 
Agents quick time approach the front door and stack, GUNS 
OUT. Robbins and Craig take position at the rear.  
 

CRAIG 
Nice work. You’re like a pro! 
(Jokes) 
What do you do for a living again? 

 
The stack is ready.  
 
Robbins squeezes Craig’s shoulder, an act which carries to 
the first man in the stack, he is POINT, 25, brawly. Point 
slams his fist on the door three times. The thin Luan door 
buckles a little with each strike. 
 

POINT 
FEDERAL AGENTS WITH A WARRANT! 
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Point nods and BREACHER, 25, linebacker, lumbers to the 
door, wields a large door ram. Breacher rocks his weight, 
aims the tip of the ram just above the knob. 
 

CUT TO 
INT. MILLER HOUSE – DAY - CONTINUOUS 
 
A foyer and living room with attached sitting areas. 
 
BLAST. The tip of ram penetrates the thin Luan door. The 
door arcs, then explodes inward, frees from the hinges.  
 
The team enters with guns drawn, instinctively peel into 2-
man groups, checks corners, behind furniture, immediate 
area.  
 
Robbins and Craig enter last, scan, and FAST WALK to the 
far corner room which leads to another room. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Quietly) 
Button hook, I have right. 

 
Smashing noises abound. Agents grunt and muffled calls of 
“Moving” or “Coming out.” 
 

CRAIG 
Got it. 

 
ROOM - CONTINUOUS 
 
Next to the door, Miller’s foot as he’s lying in wait. 
MILLER, 40’s sunken features, rat-like. Miller stands, body 
pressed against the wall, face pouring sweat, gasps in 
panicked breath. 
  
Robbins enters, Craig a step behind, both with guns at low 
ready. Robbins turns to clear. 
 
Miller SMASHES Robbins in the face with a METAL ROD, and 
Robbins GUN shoots down into the floor.  
 
Robbins instinctively realizes what is happening and 
squeezes off three more shots, POP, POP, POP, in semi-
automatic, as he’s raises, traces his gun from Miller’s 
feet to Miller’s chest. 
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ROBBINS 
Ahhhhh. 

CRAIG 
(Screams) 
POLICE! 

 
Robbins and Miller fall to the ground, topple furniture, a 
lamp smashes on the floor. Miller is dead on arrival. 
 

CRAIG 
Let me see your HANDS! 
HANDS!! 

 
Robbins unsteadily regains his knees, face covered in 
blood. Craig towers over Miller with his gun pointed 
straight at his blood-soaked chest. 
 

CRAIG 
You okay? 
(Yells outward of room) 
I need help. Agent down. 

 
Two agents hurriedly enter, one goes to Robbins to assess; 
the other draws down on Miller.  
 
Craig, gun still trained, reaches a hand down and pats 
Miller for weapons, a finger to his neck for a pulse. 
 

CRAIG 
No pulse.  
(To Robbins) 
You okay? 

 
ROBBINS 

Ohh, my fuckin nose feels likes 
its broke. Am I missing a tooth? 
  

Robbins eyes swim, he tries to smile but his LIP is split 
open, and blood is EVERYWHERE. Robbins sits, leans sloped 
against the wall.  
 
In the background agents yell “CLEAR.” Craig kneels and 
examines Robbins facial injury. 
  

CRAIG 
You’re good. You may need a stitch 
or two. 
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An Agent PULLS Robbins to his feet. Robbins pauses, looks 
at the EMT tending to Miller. Craig steadies a wobbly 
Robbins. 
  

ROBBINS 
Is he dead? 

 
CRAIG 

Yeah, you got him. Let’s get to 
the car. I gotta make a few calls. 
You know, I’ll have to take your 
piece. 

 
Craig motions towards Robbins gun. 
 

CRAIG 
Ya, know. Evidence. 
  

ROBBINS 
Yeah. 

 
LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS 
 
Robbins and Craig traverse the living room. Agent 1 and 
Agent 2 loiter.  
  

AGENT 1 
Why does every single place we hit 
look like they have the same 
decorator? 

 
AGENT 2 

Yeah, your mom’s been busy! 
 
 
INT. CAR BACKSEAT – DAY 
 
Robbins cohesively sits, an EMT tends to his swollen nose 
and lip, vest off, his undershirt, a blue shirt with block 
yellow colored words “FBI Agent” painted with blood smears. 
  

CRAIG 
We’ll take you the hospital once 
Manny arrives. 

 
ROBBINS 
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Manny’s coming? 
 

CRAIG 
Yeah, need a Sup for every OIS. 
You remember you shot Miller, 
right? 

 
ROBBINS 

Where am I??? 
 
Robbins laughs with Wide Eyes, triggers a shot of pain.  
 

ROBBINS 
Yes, of course. 

 
Craig casts a puzzled glance. Robbins announces.   
 

ROBBINS 
Yes, I’m OKAY! 

 
CRAIG 

Okay. Just checking. Everyone 
responds differently after a USE 
OF FORCE incident. Some cry, some 
quit. Some curl into a little ball 
under their desks afraid to come 
out. And some are JUST FINE. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah. If you need me I’ll be the 
guy crying under my desk. 

 
CRAIG 

Make your jokes now. You’ll get a 
babysitter for a few weeks. Maybe 
a few days on the beach. 

 
ROBBINS 

The beach sounds good. 
 
EMT hands Robbins an ice pack. Robbins presses it to the 
center of his face, he shrieks and shivers from the cold 
and the pain.  
  

CRAIG 
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Put on some kind of game face when 
Manny arrives. As ugly as you 
look. This is the serious stuff. 
Now that you’re alive, let’s make 
sure you don’t get fired. It was a 
good shoot. If shithead had a gun, 
we’d both need plugs instead of 
just you needing stitches. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah. 
 

CRAIG 
He did NOT want to go back to 
prison. RIGHT? 

 
ROBBINS 

Death by cop. 
 

CRAIG 
Submitting to our lawful use of 
force and coming peacefully wasn’t 
HIS plan.. 
  

ROBBINS 
Once less rapist in prison. 

 
CRAIG 

It costs taxpayers $70k a year to 
house them. 

 
ROBBINS 

I just saved us $350k. At least. 
 

CRAIG 
Plus the cost of the trial. 

 
ROBBINS 

And the cost of the next 
investigation after he’s released 
and does it again. Recidivist. 

 
CRAIG 

That’s what really counts. This 
guy went hands-on? 

 
ROBBINS 
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No, just file sharing. But he HAD 
crim history. Only God knows what 
he REALLY did. 

 
CRAIG 

Yeah. We only know what he was 
caught doing. Caught, and were 
able to prove beyond reasonable 
doubt.  

 
Manny arrives, impeccably dressed, hair freshly combed. He 
walks brisk, hastily makes furtive gestures to agents. An 
agent points to Robbins, Manny marches over wears his game 
face.  
 

MANNY 
Listen gents. Don’t talk, just 
listen. 

 
Manny, poised, polished. 
 

MANNY 
First, great work here. This guy 
had it coming. No doubt. He 
DESERVED this. It was either him 
or us. Robbins, think about your 
kids, your wife. You too Craig. 
This guy was going to take it all 
away. People’s lives. Good people 
with families. Don’t second guess 
what happened here. Not even for a 
second. Got it? 

 
ROBBINS 

Yes. 
 

MANNY 
YOU did what needed be done. There 
was nothing else. No other way for 
this to go down. NOW, I’m not your 
friend here. No One Is. Not Craig, 
not anyone else. You keep your 
mouth shut and say nothing. You 
have 24 hours to make a statement. 
Anything you say, out of context, 
in passing, to any of us. It will 
come back. Guaranteed. Craig will 
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call FLEOA for you – get your free 
legal representation. You talk to 
them before you talk to anyone. 
We’ll issue you another weapon in 
the interim. Robbins? 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, I understand. 
 

MANNY 
It’s great you’re okay. Craig, you 
okay to get home? I’ll get a ride 
home for Ugly here, after he’s 
stitched up. 

 
Manny motions to Robbins. 
 

CRAIG 
Sure thing skipper. 
  

MANNY 
Again. Great work here. 
  

Robbins manages a small smile. Craig is pleased. Manny 
confidentially walks towards a waiting group of uniformed 
police. 
  

ROBBINS 
That went well. 

 
CRAIG 

I’m feeling better by the minute. 
Until I look back at that mess! 

 
Craig looks solemnly at Robbins face. 
 

ROBBINS 
Manny brought his A-Game.  

 
CRAIG 

Hey, when it counts most. I’m glad 
he’s on our side.  

 
EXT. EPSTEINS NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY 

 
Hills surrounded by deep forest, a cluster houses. Morning 
fog patches. A crisp Northern California morning.  
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Parked and running undermarked FBI cars, doors open. About 
20 agents, a gaggle in raid gear, stand in audience.  
 
SUPER: THREE YEARS LATER.  
 
Robbins, at ease, presses a phone to his ear, the other 
tucked in a cargo pant pocket. Justin, 30, quick witted, 
yet funny, and Dave, 30, calm, drab, intently converse 
nearby, each clench their arms to stay warm. 
 
Puffs of steam from Robbins breath rises as he speaks.  

  
ROBBINS 

(On the phone) 
We are good here, Manny. Justin 
just completed the briefing. Use 
of force, pre-op surveillance, 
subject has priors, no registered 
weapons. Entry team moving into 
position now. I think we’ve 
checked the boxes and Justin is 
dialed in. 
  

MANNY (O.S.) 
Good to hear. I’m not surprised. 
Justin is going to be a good-one. 
Hopefully turn out as well as you. 
No need to call me on entry, just 
give me a ring when you’re clear. 
  

Robbins ends the call, holds a despondent gaze on his 
iPhone screen, screensaver is a photo of 5-year-old 
Madeline in a swimsuit. Robbins, exhales, refreshes his 
focus, and meets Justin’s gaze. 
 

ROBBINS 
All set? 

 
JUSTIN 

Yes, sir. The teams will be ready 
for entry in 2. 
  

ROBBINS 
Great. How we do anything is how 
we do everything… 
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JUSTIN 
Yeah. Did you want to join Entry 
or sit on the Interview? 

 
ROBBINS 

It’s your show. I’m here to help. 
Put me where you need me. 
  

Justin looks down for a moment, thinks, nods. 
  

JUSTIN 
We’re balanced. 
  

ROBBINS 
I’ll be around then. 
  

Justin nods and walks with DAVE, with intent, towards the 
EPSTEIN HOUSE. Justin picks a RADIO from his pocket. 
 

JUSTIN 
Teams standby for ENTRY.  

 
 
EXT. EPSTEINS HOME - DAY 

 
A rustic, two-story home split unit upstairs/downstairs, in 
disrepair, yard cluttered with debris.  
 
The entry team stack approaches, guns out, moves up 
exterior stairs, holds on the entrance.  
 
Justin and Dave observe.  

 
JUSTIN 

(Quietly into his radio) 
Go. 

 
The last stack agent begins the ritual arm squeeze.  
 
The lead agent tries the door, it’s locked, and slightly 
shakes his head sideways.  
 
The BREACHER moves up. 
  

LEAD AGENT 
Police, with a warrant! 
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BEAT 
 
The Breacher swings the ram backwards, high into the air.  
 
CONTINUOUS 

CUT TO 
INT. KITCHEN – DAY 
 
A small breakfast table, a couple chairs, dust on every 
surface, ashtray and butts strewn about, Budweiser cans, 
dirty pans line the sink, fill the counter, bagged and 
loose trash on the floor, not cleaned, ever.  
 
The door break, splinters fly, shattering the silence, 
flies take flight from dirty pans. 
 
The entry team glides into the room, quickly traverses.  
 

ENTRY MEMBER MEMBER (V.O.S.) 
Clear. 

 
Justin and Dave cautiously enter, holster guns, and scan. 
  
Justin, puzzled, pauses. Scans in concern.  
 

JUSTIN 
Where IS he? 
 

Entry Team Member enters, sees Justin. 
  

ENTRY MEMBER 
We are clear; the place is empty. 

 
Justin, slightly huffs, grits teeth, is slightly upset, but 
remains poised. 
  

JUSTIN 
(Rhetorical) 
He was here earlier, right? 
There’s only one-way in. 

 
Entry Team Member holds a radio to his ear for inaudible 
inbound radio traffic. 
 

ENTRY TEAM MEMBER 
Justin. Perimeter has him. 
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JUSTIN 
How the FUCK?  

 
JUSTIN takes out his radio, fumbles with the volume.  
 

JUSTIN 
Perimeter, WHO has target? 

 
JUSTIN and DAVE purposefully exit.  
 
INT. EPSTEINS HOME - DAY  
 
Agents changed from raid gear to media jackets. 
 
Robbins casually enters and scans, takes it all in. 
 
Robbin shows gratitude with a smile to agents as he makes 
walks. We follow him— 
 
INT. HALLWAY – DAY 
 
--into the dark hallway, to an ajar door, and into— 
 
INT. BEDROOM – DAY 
 
A dark room. A sheet taped over the window. A bed with 
dirty pink colored sheets hung as a canopy. Flies circle 
dirty laundry and empty cans tossed about. A lamp with a 
yellow bulb. 
 
Robbins scans from the doorway. 
 
Robbins nods to an agent, then to the make-shift window 
covering. 
 

ROBBINS 
Tear that down. 

 
The agent pulls the sheet, the duct tape yields, the sheet 
comes down, light pours in. The disturbing true-color of 
the canopy revealed, stained, splotched, crusty.    
 

SEARCH TEAM MEMBER 1 
Hey, it’s just like a Disney 
princess! 

 
ROBBINS 
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More like something from Elm 
Street. 

 
Search Team Member 2 wears blue latex gloves searches the 
canopy bed, finds a child’s undergarments, raises up to eye 
level, studies, and DROPS into an EVIDENCE BAG. 
 

SEARCH TEAM MEMBER 2 
Girls, size 4, aged, worn, not 
recently though. 
  

Robbins advances and looks around at the other Search Team 
members. 
  

ROBBINS 
Any other garments? 

 
SEARCH TEAM MEMBER 2 

No sir, that’s it. Tech is imaging 
the laptop now. We found a few 
flash drives, light encryption, 
we’ll be in without hassle. We 
found him on a P2P file-sharing 
platform sharing well known CE 
videos, so that should be on This 
device. We don’t think he was in 
production. 
  

Search Team Member 1, looks back at garment. 
 

SEARCH TEAM MEMBER 1 
(Light sarcasm) 
Maybe he found this in on a 
clothesline? 

 
ROBBINS 

Hopefully. Make sure Justin knows 
all this. 

 
SEARCH TEAM MEMBER 2 

Will do. He’s interviewing now. 
 

ROBBINS 
He may want to know this now 
before he wraps up. I’ll walk it 
over to him. 
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Robbins, lips pursed, eyebrow furled, hands to hips in 
disgust. Robbins exits the room. 
 
 
EXT. EPSTEIN HOME  - DAY 

 
An aged picnic table, crooked, as one leg has rotted away. 
 
Sobs interposed with wails.  
 
Robbins rounds the corner and sees Justin and Epstein 
seated at the picnic table.  
 
Justin, with open notebook, sits across from a handcuffed 
and hunched Epstein. Dave stands nearby, disinterested, 
exchanging small-talk with perimeter agents. 
 
Robbins stops and observes from a distance, his face 
expressionless, but eyes are alert.  
 
Justin’s lips move but no audible sound is heard over 
Epstein’s WAILS. Epstein’s jagged voice comingled with 
unearthly SOBS, and sloshy mucus snorts. 

 
EPSTEIN 

You don’t know. You don’t get it. 
I knew it. I knew this. 

 
JUSTIN 

We just want to know why. 
 

Epstein body, spineless, contorts to the picnic table, vies 
to keep some eye contact with Justin. Justin looks away. 
Epstein pans the other agents for audience. More sobs and 
snorts.  

 
EPSTEIN 

It’s all of you. Any of you… be 
me. You don’t. This is what when 
you’re raped by your stepdad. You 
know what it’s like. Your own 
parents don’t want you. No one 
wants you. You’re trash. Worthless 
garbage. Never food. In school 
with dirty smelly clothes. Nothing 
ever good was going. I’m the 
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victim. Where were you when I was 
being beaten, hit, raped. 

 
Justin stares at Epstein, considers resumption of the 
interview. Justin resolve falls to Epstein’s cries. 
 
Robbins watches in disbelief, disgust, appalled. Hit by a 
sweeping wave of anger, vigorously shakes his head. He’s 
torn, stares in a trance, considers Something. 
 
Dave has circled around and stands aside Robbins. 
 

DAVE 
(Whispers) 
What’s he looking at? 

 
Robbins returns.  

 
ROBBINS 

What? Him. Possession and 
distribution. 5. No production?  

 
DAVE 

No. Anything inside? 
 

ROBBINS 
No, just fantasy props. Five, 
tops. 

  
DAVE 

What happens in 5? 
 

ROBBINS 
Prison is rough on molesters.  
Some of them chose the easy way 
out. If he gets out.  
Does it again. The banality of 
evil. Hopefully then he keeps his 
hands off keyboards and little 
kids.  

 
Justin gets up from interview table, slowly walks to where 
Robbins and Dave stand. Robbins nods as Justin approaches.  

 
JUSTIN 

It went okay.  
He made a limited admission.  
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No dice on production. He said 
there’s a lot more on his 
computer. There’s flash drives and 
disks too. Some encrypted but he 
gave us the passphrase. 

  
ROBBINS 

Nice.  
 

DAVE 
Fuckin scumbags. They should dig a 
hole... 

 
JUSTIN 

He’s wrecked. I kind of feel bad 
for em. He didn’t hurt anyone. 

 
DAVE 

That we know of-- 
 

ROBBINS 
--most of these guys would be lost 
in blue collar jobs and never 
strayed if it were for the 
Internet. 

 
DAVE 

(Sarcastically) 
Too bad for them.  

 
Dave looks squarely at Robbins, Justin stares long and 
holds at Epstein who SOBS, hands on face and face down.  
 
Justin nods to the TRANSPORT TEAM who approaches Epstein, 
stands him up and walks him to a nearby transport vehicle. 

 
BEAT. 

  
DAVE 

Do you ever think about just 
shooting them in the head? 

 
Robbins takes a breath, pauses to answer, but Justin 
answers. 
  

JUSTIN 
(Dead pan) 
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Every single time.  
 

Robbins looks sideways, contemplates the party line, sways, 
and leaves Justin’s answer to linger, then decides to 
ignore the comment.  

 
ROBBINS 

We work these because they are 
criminal cases. We are really 
looking for the producers, not the 
byproduct. So little is produced 
domestically…mostly overseas 
Russia, Eastern Europe and Asia. 
  
We are overturning stones, and 
collecting stats along the way, 
hoping to get lucky, keep our kids 
safe. I’m going to call in. We’ll 
be clear in a few, right? 

 
JUSTIN 

Sure, thing. 
 
EXT. SIDEWALK AFRONT ROBBINS HOUSE – EVENING 
 
A patch of green grass with a children’s play table. 
 
MADELINE, 8, refreshed, a princess concealing sadness, sits 
across from Robbins, knees nearly to his chest, seated on 
the small bench.    
 
Madeline, dried tears on her cheeks, red scratch marks on 
her arm, dressed in play cloths. Robbins dressed in work 
attire, phone on table.  
 
Robbins speaks noticeably controlled.  
 
SLAM, an interior door, followed by stomps. Robbins eyes 
follow the sounds as they traverse inside the house.  
 

ROBBINS 
Mommy doesn’t feel well. We need 
to try to keep her from getting 
upset. You didn’t do anything 
wrong. 
  

MADELINE 
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Mommy said she never wanted me. 
 

ROBBINS 
Mommy loves you very much.  
So do I. 
  

MADELINE 
Then why does she pinch me? 

 
ROBBINS 

She gets upset sometimes. She 
didn’t mean to do it.  

 
MADELINE 

You told me that before. 
  

ROBBINS 
She just needs to rest. We’ll stay 
outside for a while. Did you want 
to play catch? 

 
MADELINE 

(Giggles) 
I don’t play catch. We can play 
dress up. 

 
Madeline gets up and takes a step toward the walkway.  
 
Robbins panics slightly and motions for her to stay. 
  

ROBBINS 
No, let’s stay here, outside, and 
let her have some quiet time. She 
need it. 

 
CLACK, CLACK, loud footsteps of heels, followed by crisp 
door open, slam.  
 
A pair of high-heeled shoes furtively marches along the 
walkway, passes them. 
 
Robbins, head stays low, and follows with his eyes; 
Madeline is distracted. 
  

ROBBINS 
Or maybe she doesn’t.  
I guess “dress up” it is! 
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INT. AREA OUTSIDE MANNYS OFFICE - DAY 

 
An open desk area and hallway.  
 
Robbins walks, slows, he’s familiar.  

 
DAVE (V.O.S.) 

Hey, did you get lost?  
 

Robbins stops, sees Dave and warmly smiles. Dave nods 
towards a desk, on top a paper plate with leftover generic 
Halloween candy. 

 
DAVE 

Candy is for closers. Courtesy of 
this morning hit. Did he really 
think kids would get in his 78 
Datsun for this shit? It’s not 
even brand name. Maybe a Twix, or 
100 Grand, but this…. 

 
ROBBINS 

We only catch the stupid ones. 
  

DAVE 
Yeah. What’s up? Missing perv 
patrol? 

 
ROBBINS 

Today’s guy was producing?  
 

DAVE 
No, but I’m sure if we gave him a 
little more leash, and some better 
bait, he’d cross to the darker 
side.  
(Pause) 
Super busy here. 

 
ROBBINS 

I heard. Almost 200 arrests. How 
many exploits or production? 

 
DAVE 
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Not a single one. All those file 
sharing sickos. All of it 
previously known too. 

 
ROBBINS 

You mean not a single one of these 
fuckers is making videos? The 
whole NorCal territory is 
pedophile free?  

 
DAVE 

Well, no. No way. We are just 
better at catching these ones.  

 
ROBBINS 

Downtown is a dumping ground. 
 

DAVE 
Good, keep them in one place so we 
can keep an eye on them all at 
once. Hell, I’m across the bay and 
my house fell 100k when one popped 
up on Megan’s List six blocks 
away! Fucking 100 grand! I’d go 
pay the guy $10 grand just to move 
back into the city.  

 
Robbins walks up to a WALL POSTER of downtown San Francisco 
with HUNDREDS of PINS, each marking an SOs. On the wall 
next to a WARNING POSTER: PLEASE DON’T FEED THE AGENTS.  

 
ROBBINS 

(Wonders aloud) 
With so many in one area… 
When’s the tipping point?  

 
Manny stands in his doorway.  

 
MANNY 

What, like too many oily rags in a 
can will spontaneously combust? 
They are happy… with their 
friends. They don’t bother us. The 
public stays away. Close to court. 
Social services. Hell, they may 
even elect their own mayor. 
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ROBBINS 
(Somewhat humorous tone) 
Yeah, maybe well put too many 
together for too long and they’ll 
evolve into super offenders – too 
smart to catch.  
 

DAVE 
They’ll share the most elusive 
techniques, share notes, band 
together, run counter-
surveillance… Like Al-Qaeda meets 
Larry Nassar… 
(Voice trails off) 
Run rampant. Yeah, that’s great. 
An endgame scenario.  

ROBBINS 
(To Dave) 
What else are you working on?  

 
DAVE 

What? Things a little slow in OC?  
No cross pollinating. 
  

MANNY 
You are always welcome back, at 
least until the seats are full. 

   
ROBBINS 

(Scoffs) 
No way. Great to see you guys are 
killing it.  

 
DAVE 

Yeah, I have four or five going 
now on the peninsula. Not too far 
from your shack. How’s the fam?  

 
ROBBINS 

They are well. Just don’t say 
Millbrae, anything but Millbrae. 

 
DAVE 

Not Millbrae. EPA and points 
south. That’s East Palo Alto, the 
distant step-cousin of PA… 
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Also have a warrant next week in 
Petaluma. You want to get dialed 
in?  

 
ROBBINS 

The one meeting to take on an 
empty stomach... 

  
DAVE 

It will be cool. Like old home 
days. We are profiling new 
software tools – takes known 
offender profiles and matches 
their identifiers to new 
allegations. 

 
ROBBINS 

Does it work? 
 

DAVE 
Not really. Just the newest Slap 
Chop.  

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, you’re gonna love these 
nuts.  

 
 
INT./EXT. ROBBINS CAR – NIGHT -  MOVING 
 
On the highway. Robbins sighs in exhaustion, stares blankly 
at the brake lights flashing ahead. Smoothly brakes, light 
on the gas, with the stop and go traffic. 
 
His phone rings, with an eye on traffic, he answers. 
 
INT. KITCHEN – NIGHT  
 
Natalie feverously paces, hands moving in jerky motions, 
tears, complete HOT MESS, blurts hysterically into phone. 
 
INTERCUT between Robbins Car and Robbins House 
 

 
NATALIE 

Why don’t you answer your phone? 
You never. 
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ROBBINS 

(Tritely).  
I just did. 

 
NATALIE 

I text you and you didn’t call me! 
 

ROBBINS 
Ok, ok, I’m on the phone with you 
now. 

  
NATALIE 

It’ Madeline. 
The police arrested Tom. They 
arrested him. He molested Sarah. 

 
ROBBINS 

Ok. Tom and Sarah, who? What about 
Madeline? 

 
NATALIE 

(Angry) 
Madeline’s swim coach.  

 
ROBBINS 

Which coach is he? Which group? 
 

NATALIE 
Hers. 

 
ROBBINS 

For something that happened at 
swim? 

 
NATALIE 

They arrested him.  
YOU need to do something. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Calmly with serious tone) 
Yeah, I’ll look into it. 

  
NATALIE 

(Hysterical) 
You’ll look into it? You heard 
what I said. Raped a 6-year-old! 
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ROBBINS 

Okay, calm down. Was a girl was 
raped, or is that what you heard? 

 
NATALIE 

What does that mean? Does it 
matter? You need to do something. 

  
ROBBINS 

What did you tell Maddy?  
(Silence) 
Is Maddy at practice? 

  
NATALIE 

Of course she’s not at fucking 
practice you fucking idiot. I’m 
not leaving MY child there with a 
rapist. 

 
ROBBINS 

Listen, there are 300 kids on the 
team, a dozen coaches. I’m just 
saying to stay calm until we learn 
more. I care… 

 
NATALIE 

Stay calm? I don’t think you care 
about your daughter. I don’t think 
you care about your family. You 
want me to leave her there with 
that fucking sicko? Fuck you! 

 
The phone disconnects.  
 
Robbins concerned but poised and vested. Immediately 
scrolls through his phone contacts… 
 
Robbins grips the steering wheel tight, sighs, clicks his 
tongue, dials the contact Det. Sills. 
 
INT. OFFICE - DAY 

 
A small field of desks, chairs, phones, folders and papers. 
Unformed officers and suit-clad detectives mill about. 
 
Detective Sills, 40’s, sits, flips through folders.   
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INTERCUT between Robbins and Sills. 
  

SILLS 
Detective Sills. 

 
ROBBINS 

Hey Dan, its Agent Robbins. Got a 
minute? 

 
SILLS 

Hey, yeah… What’s up? 
 

ROBBINS 
I heard a coach at Millbrae swim 
may have been arrested. I’m thin 
on details. Know anything? 

 
SILLS 

Yeah, we picked a guy up today. 
Not sure what to make of it. 
What’s your interest? We checked 
the board and no one else was 
working him… 

 
ROBBINS 

My daughter swim’s there. He was 
one of her coaches.  

 
SILLS 

Shoot. Okay. Well. Off the record. 
 

ROBBINS 
Of course. 

 
SILLS 

We got a call from a concerned 
parent a week ago. Said the coach 
was took the kid into the bathroom 
to “help fit her swimsuit” and the 
mom seemed to think the coach may 
have digitally penetrated the kid. 
The mom and kid came in, gave a 
statement. A physical examination 
was negative. We talked to the 
subject he said he never left the 
pool deck and only adjusted the 
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swim straps. We talked to a few 
other coaches, and checked 
cameras, and there was nothing. 
The mom called the swim board, the 
DA’s office, and pushed HARD 
enough. We got a warrant and 
hooked him up. I’m really 
surprised the DA moved on this. 

 
ROBBINS 

Jeez. The pendulum swings. Poor 
guy- she sounds like a nut. Was he 
fired on the spot? 

 
SILLS 

No, they have a process. I think 
he won’t be coaching anytime soon, 
at least not here. But I wouldn’t 
be so quick to say “poor guy.” 

  
ROBBINS 

Why? 
 

SILLS 
Well, we got into his phone and 
found some stuff? 

 
ROBBINS 

Like? 
 

SILLS 
He had suggestive images, Anime, 
odd browser searches we hit on 
KEYWORDS. 

 
ROBBINS 

Odd, like porn? Clowns having 
sex…? What? 

 
SILLS 

Well, THE BAD ONES… yeah, that 
kind. The guy was a creep. If he 
did it, he may catch a break. 

 
ROBBINS 

Sorry?  
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SILLS 
We didn’t pull paper on the phone. 
One of our guys just went through 
it… on a whim. Besides, none of it 
was CE. 

 
ROBBINS 

Ok, so your guy searched the phone 
without a warrant. Found images 
and searches of KEYWORDS known 
linked to CE. COMBINED with the 
victim allegation, I think that 
would DEMONSTRATE PROBABLE CAUSE 
he sexually assaulted a child… 
Don’t you? 
(Pause). 
You know, I’ll get a rollback 
warrant for the phone. Who is the 
DA? I’ll give him a call. 

 
SILLS 

NO, no, the DA knows. We’ve been 
warned about SIA on digital 
devices.  
(Empathatic).  
Our guy was new – didn’t think 
there’d be anything. You know we 
just can get a warrant for every 
single phone we seize, besides 
most are encrypted, and even then 
we can’t get in, and when we can 
get in, the apps need another 
warrant, and those are encrypted, 
and all that shit gets deleted. 

  
ROBBINS 

(Sardonically) 
Yeah, sounds way too difficult to 
do your job. Maybe just give up, 
go home, call it a day.  

 
SILLS 

(pleads) 
Listen… 

 
ROBBINS 

This is bullshit. Send the report. 
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SILLS 

Sure, I’ll get the brief to you. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Firmly) 
You arrested the guy. Send me the 
report, not the brief. 

 
SILLS 

Listen, I should even be 
discussing this with you. You are 
involved; plus, you have no 
authority. I’ll ask the DA and if 
says it’s okay, I’ll send you what 
we have when it’s approved. 

 
ROBBINS 

Well, it sounds like you guys 
really already fucked this up. And 
this guy’s going to get his hand 
slapped when he should be getting 
a HARD STOP. 

 
SILLS 

Hey. You of all people know how 
this works. No one else is coming 
forward. None of these parents 
will want their kid to be 
examined, give statements, meet 
with our detectives. No one wants 
to have this discussion. Everyone 
will put their heads in the sand 
and pretend nothing happened.  
Heaven forbid, and I mean this 
from the bottom of my heart, your 
kids a victim. Are you going to 
have her relive it? Seen any 
changes in her personality? Did 
she say anything to you?  
(Pauses for answer, silence.) 
No, I image not. Eye witnesses 
ARE, as you know, the worst 
evidence. Who knows, maybe this 
guy will get some time. You know 
how they fare on the inside. 
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ROBBINS 
Just. Not. Fair. 
Either you find a way.  
Or you make one. 

  
SILLS 

Sometimes. Unless you have 
something to add, just stay clear.  

 
 

INT. KITCHEN - DAY 
 
Robbins sits calmly, a simple glass of water in front of 
him, a few crackers. Natalie paces, manic, outbursts, 
items, slams chairs. She slurps from a tumbler, ice cubes, 
an olive.   
 
An open laptop shows local news with story on coach.  
 
The headline “SWIM COACH SENTENCED” in large letters with 
subheading “community service, three years’ probation, and 
must register as a sex offender.”  
 
EXT. URBAN SIDEWALK - DAY 
 
INTERCUT between Robbins and Sills 
 

ROBBINS 
I know. 

 
SILLS 

The DA thought this was the best 
way to go. He’s no longer a danger 
to the community; he’s got a 
record, and he’s registered. It 
will follow him. Anywhere he 
moves, the public will know. 

 
He’ll be memorialized, forever, on 
the world wide web, thanks to 
Megan’s Law. It could have been 
worse. 

 
ROBBINS 

Really? Not even a felony?  
 

SILLS 
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We looked at it. Too much risk. 
 

ROBBINS 
Risk, of what? 

 
SILLS 

Listen, if we pushed too hard, and 
lost, the whole case would get 
thrown out. We have ONE victim, 
questionable…. That’s all. The 
phone was out. If someone else 
came forward, or the phone panned 
out… The city could be sued for 
damages, you know, lifetime wages, 
legal expenses. 

 
NATALIE (V.O.S.) 

So that’s IT? That’s fucking IT? 
He rapes our daughter and YOU do 
nothing? 

 
SILLS 

(Heard Natalie) 
I know she’s upset. There’s no 
getting past that. Madeline’s 
fine. There’s no evidence she was 
ever involved. I’ve discussed this 
with her, Robbins. She’s only 
going to make it worse for her. 

 
NATALIE 

You should be fired! God damn! 
Rapist, walks free. He should be 
dead. He should die. He should 
fuckin die and burn in hell. 
(To Robbins) 
This is all your fault. 

 
SILLS 

(Overheard her comment). 
I’m so sorry. There’s counseling… 
(Pause.) 
Hey, I gotta go. 
  

ROBBINS 
Yeah. 
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Sills ends the call, sighs in frustration, reset, on to the 
next folder.   
 
CONTINUOUS 
INT. ROBBINS HOUSE, KITCHEN – NIGHT 
 
Robbins sits hunkered at breakfast table, holding cell 
phone, staring somewhere in space. Natalie BEAMS at him, 
circles, heavy gasps. 
  

NATALIE 
No, no, this is NOT happening. 
I’ll tell you. You need to KILL 
him. You need to FUCKING KILL HIM. 

 
ROBBINS 

Nothing happened. Nothing 
probably… 

 
NATALIE 

-PROBABLY! I know he touched our 
baby. WE are NOT SITTING HERE. YOU 
WILL FIX IT! 

 
ROBBINS 

I understand what you are going 
through. 

 
NATALIE 

GOING THROUGH? Understand? You 
need to fix this. Just shoot him. 
Walk up to him and shoot him. 

 
She breaks down in tears. 
 

NATALIE 
Every second he’s alive. 

 
Natalie, face flush, tears, crouches, leans heavily, 
comfortingly on Robbins shoulder. She takes his hands, and 
looks him in the eyes. Robbins stares dully.  
 

NATALIE 
You need to do this. For Maddy. 
For your family. I’ll do it if you 
won’t. 
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Robbins gaze softens, he considers, then muses. 
 

ROBBINS 
We don’t just… 
 

Robbins sees a flash of pent up rage in her eyes with his 
hint of a refusal, and softly pivots. 

 
ROBBINS 

You can’t do this. He’s… 
 

NATALIE 
What? He’s a rapist. We will not 
sit one more second. You need to 
do this and NOW! 

 
Robbins eyes tear as Natalie’s word settle. Robbins less 
unsure, considers, and flashes an understanding. He slowly 
returns a gaze, holds. 
  

ROBBINS 
I need a little time. 

 
NATALIE 

Okay. But honey, YOU NEED to do 
it.  

 
 
INT – DOWNTOWN SF PHILZ COFFEE - DAY 

 
A line of customers. 
 
Robbins and Justin enter. Robbins looks pale, lethargic, 
slow movements, wobbles and Justin takes note.  
 

JUSTIN 
Like drinking from the firehose. 
The more work you do, the more you 
get. Getting killed with cases? 

 
ROBBINS 

We have to do something for a 
living.  

 
JUSTIN 

I’d like to think what we do is 
making a difference. Isn’t it?  
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But then I think of it this way. 
Last year, in the city alone, PD 
responded to over 150,000 
incidents. Nearly 350 were sexual 
battery. 235 forcible rape with 
bodily injury. 300 cases of 
physical child abuse. There are 
currently 805 sex offenders living 
in SF, currently…. That’s a ratio 
of 1000 to 1. 

 
Justin looks for approval) 

 
ROBBINS 

Try to think of it this way. If a 
place this expensive has that many 
pedophiles. What does that say 
about the rest of the country? 

  
JUSTIN 

Pedophiles are rich? Or, the rich 
are pedophiles. People still WANT 
to live here. 

 
ROBBINS 

Why? Ease of access? No traffic. 
Short lines. 

 
JUSTIN 

Ease of access to, yeah. To people 
to assault, little kids, or tech 
startups? 

 
ROBBINS 

Maybe the public just don’t know 
how bad the city is? 

 
JUSTIN 

It’s all public. You just hop on 
the web, type in an address, and 
See exactly what you’re getting. 
EVERY. SINGLE. OFFENDER is listed, 
street by street, what they did, 
when they did it. Heck. 
Unbelievable. 
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Justin takes out his iPhone, toggles to a Favorites page, 
shows Robbins, MEGANS LAW. 

 
ROBBINS 

Like an open book. I’m surprised 
there aren’t incidents. 

 
JUSTIN 

There are! 
 

ROBBINS 
What? 

 
JUSTIN 

DOJ releases. Vigilante killings. 
One guy just beat a molester up 
and was sentenced to 9 years! 
Hell, the molester only had a 3-
year sentence. The vigilante got 
three times the sentence. Said he 
was doing God’s work…The jury and 
judge didn’t see it that way…. 

 
ROBBINS 

Bizarre. 
  

JUSTIN 
Hey, public was warned. Look here… 

 
Justin turns the phone screen so both he and Robbins can 
read the disclaimer, but Justin reads it anyways. 

 
JUSTIN 

Public information, why include 
warning “I will not use this 
information to stalk anyone. If I 
see someone I know, I will not 
publicize their information or 
spread gossip. I will not harass 
people whose criminal records 
appear on this site. If I learn 
someone close to me is a dangerous 
criminal, I will not confront 
them. 

 
ROBBINS 
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It’s like the tip of the iceberg. 
Who exactly are we working? The 
creeps who produce who physically 
hurt the kids, the creeps who 
share files who are easy to catch, 
or the creeps who watch the files, 
who don’t leave their homes… 

 
JUSTIN 

Too many choices. 
 

ROBBINS 
It’s like the system wants these 
creeps to get every chance they 
get to hurt kids. 

 
JUSTIN 

This is nothing new. The sickos we 
REALLY WANT TO FIND, are the last 
ones we look for. We won’t invest 
the resources to work those who 
are truly responsible. One silver 
lining is most of these are 4th 
waivers. One of the new databases 
lets us profile, err, I mean 
search for. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, not the “P” word. 
 

JUSTIN 
Search for based upon the MO, or 
identifiers. You select 3 or 4 
data fields, you get a SHORT LIST. 
Use the 4th, grab the local pd, and 
YOU ARE GONNA FIND SOMETHING, 
Heck, the 4th waiver is like a free 
search warrant! 

 
ROBBINS 

So they go back to club fed at a 
cost of $70k a year to taxpayers, 
Yeah. Get out five years later, 
Rinse, Repeat. 

 
The barista nods, the coffee on the counter. Robbins grabs 
them both, hands one to Justin.  
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JUSTIN 

Keep them together, inside, 
outside; It will shorten their 
shelf life. 
(Sips) 
Great coffee. 

 
ROBBINS 

My favorite. 
  

JUSTIN 
You feeling okay? 

 
ROBBINS 

Better. Just haven’t slept well 
lately. 

 
JUSTIN 

Your teams a grind. 
  

ROBBINS 
Yeah, which team isn’t?  

 
 
EXT./INT. CAR PARKED ON STREET - NIGHT 
 
A paved city road in front of a multi-story apartment 
building. 
 
Robbins slouched in the parked car as he stares long at an 
apartment building. 
 
Cell phone in hand, he looks at photos, swipes across, 
computer screenshot of Google Maps, neighborhood grid, 
second image Google Street View of the Coaches Apartment, 
pinpoint on a map from the Megan’s Law website.  
 
Robbins studies the images and the apartment. He shakes his 
head in disbelief. 
 
The phone rings, he sees CallerID “Wife” and answers. 
   

ROBBINS 
Hey honey. 

 
NATALIE 
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(Agitated). 
Where are you? 

 
ROBBINS 

I’ll be home soon. 
 

NATALIE 
Where are you?? 

 
ROBBINS 

I’m on my way. Be home soon. 
 

NATALIE 
Did you do IT? 

 
ROBBINS 

(Taken aback.) 
Do what? 

 
NATALIE 

(Coldly). 
Did you KILL him? 

 
ROBBINS 

What? No, god no… 
(Voice trails). 
I didn’t. Of course I didn’t. 

 
NATALIE 

You promised you’d DO IT. 
 

ROBBINS 
Wait. I never. 

 
NATALIE 

You’re going to do it. 
 

ROBBINS 
We are on a phone…. 

 
Natalie has hung up. Robbins, upset, quickly calms.  
 
He puts the car in drive, and pulls out. He glances at the 
sidewalk, the streetlights, looks at the intersection, sees 
a home CCTV above a nearby apartment aimed at their garage 
door.  
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Robbins sighs and drives away, both hands grip the steering 
wheel, squeeze. 
  
 
INT. OFFICE – DAY 
 
A field of cubicle style desks largely unoccupied. 
 
Robbins gingerly walks up to Craig’s cubicle expects to 
see—Craig, seated, hard at work. Craig promptly spots 
Robbins and stops typing. 
 

ROBBINS 
There’s one guy here earning his 
check! 

 
CRAIG 

Yeah, yeah. What’s up? 
 

ROBBINS 
Plugging. Faster than cold-cases? 

 
CRAIG 

Yeah. Not sure which was worse. 
The ones who molest the kids or… 
kill them. They should ALL rot in 
hell. 

 
ROBBINS 

Anything we can do to get them 
there faster. 
  

CRAIG 
But…We’re driving 100mph looking 
in the rear-view mirror. 
  

ROBBINS 
Your saying we move so damn fast 
onto the next case, we blink and 
miss it. 
 

CRAIG 
It’s more common than empirical 
data suggests. The difference 
between a SERIAL KILLER and a 
MURDERER is only it took us longer 
to catch them. The break in time 
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between incidents just assumes we 
KNEW of every victim. Think of all 
the killers in prison, and the 
number of missing people – I’d bet 
there are many convicted of a 
single murder, that had a few 
under their belts. 
  

ROBBINS 
Yeah, separate occasions, cooling-
off periods.  

 
CRAIG 

The common characteristics suggest 
the reasonable possibility that 
the crimes were committed by the 
same actor or actors. The 
classification of motivations 
should be limited to observable 
behavior at the crime scene. 

 
ROBBINS 

Assuming the crime scene 
investigator delved into details. 

 
CRAIG 

That’s everyone. Historically, the 
first indication that a serial 
murderer was at work was when two 
or more cases were linked by 
forensic or behavioral evidence. 
Anger is the typical motivator, 
usually towards a particular 
subgroup. Identifying a series 
involving high risk victims in 
multiple jurisdictions is another 
thing. Of course, even post 9/11, 
law enforcement agencies still 
don’t play well in the sandbox. 

 
ROBBINS 

Did you play around with CE’s new 
profiling tool? 

 
INT. ROBBINS HOUSE, KITCHEN - EVENING 
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Natalie paces while Robbins leans defensively against the 
countertop. 
 
Natalie slurs her speech, an empty wine bottle on the table 
next to an empty glass. 
 
Her speech jogs between TEARS and FITS of anger. Robbins is 
pale, worn, as This drags on.  

  
NATALIE 

I.. take her. Somewhere safe. 
 
Natalie looks and waits for a response, but Robbins stays 
disengaged and stares Somewhere in space.  

 
NATALIE 

You’re a fucking loser. I’ll find 
Someone who can take care of us. 

 
ROBBINS 

Please, take a breath. 
 

NATALIE 
You said you’d keep us safe. 

 
ROBBINS 

I did… I am. 
 

NATALIE 
You need to walk up to him and put 
a bullet in his head. 

 
Robbins chin drops, poised, struggles internally, then 
searches the ceiling for answers.  
 
Natalie is a foot away, eyes staring intently. 

 
ROBBINS 

I’m not disagreeing with you. I’ll 
end up in prison for life. How 
will you be safe then?  

 
NATALIE 

You’re smart honey…figure it out. 
That’s why I chose you. 

  
ROBBINS 
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I’ll be the first person the 
police come to. I’ll be in jail 
before the sun sets. 

  
NATALIE 

Then make it look like someone 
else did it? I’ll be your alibi. 

 
ROBBINS 

I don’t think that would fly. 
 

NATALIE 
I can lie. 

 
ROBBINS 

You can’t keep your mouth shut. 
Even for a minute. 

 
She smiles in disagreement.  

  
NATALIE 

I can this time. 
 

ROBBINS 
Doubtful. Just stop asking me 
about it. 

 
NATALIE 

Ok. I love you. You’ll do what’s 
best for us. For all of US.  

 
 

INT. OFFICE - DAY 
 

A largely empty field of cubes. A wall clock reads 12:10.  
 
Robbins walks into the CE Team Office Space. He stops and 
listens, silence. 
 
He resumes a walk towards the Open Source workstations, 
scans as he advances, sees empty cubicles and offices.  

 
ROBBINS 

(Softly intended for himself) 
Never walk into a place you can’t-
- 
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HUNTER, 20’s, firm tie knot, penchant for long hours, poor 
social skills.  

  
HUNTER (V.O.S.) 

--walk out of. Great movie. 
 

Hunter half-stands from behind a cubicle wall and smiles 
giddy. Robbins jumps a little, slows his walk.  

 
HUNTER 

Hey, Robbins, what’s up? Looking-- 
 

ROBBINS 
--for Glen or Manny? 

 
HUNTER 

Glen’s out, all week. Manny is at 
HQ. Need something? 

 
ROBBINS 

I’m all set. Just got a lead, 
gonna run a few things. 

 
Robbins motions to the Open Source workstation. 

 
HUNTER 

Ok. I’m here. 
 

ROBBINS 
Working through lunch. Nice! 
You’re gonna make a name for 
yourself in this place. 

 
Hunter smiles, happy with the accolade, and watches Robbins 
take a seat at a terminal.  
 
Robbins sits at a terminal where Hunter’s view of the 
screen would be completely obstructed.  
 
Hunter drops gaze to his work.  

 
Robbins searches Google for “recent” and “San Francisco 
suspicious deaths” + “child sex offenders.”  
 
Robbins scans several taglines, looking at the public 
released details of the death.  
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After several, Robbins scrutinizes the name Ryan McLovin,  
an article and notes “after McLovin returned from work, 
stabbed from behind, police believe robbery was the motive, 
McLovin was convicted felon who was sentenced to 15 years 
in a child rape case, but was released in 2014, having 
served 8 ½ years of his sentence, no suspects, contact SDPD 
with any information.  

 
Robbins clicks a desktop icon (predator profile tool), and 
quickly toggles through options, and types in McLovin.  
 
The McLovin profile quickly displays. Robbins notes the 
profile attributes.  
 
Robbins backs out of the screen and then enters the McLovin 
profile attributes and clicks search, and sees 75 possible 
matches.  
 
Robbins knows that’s too many possible matches. Robbins 
adds one more search criteria, “worked with children in 
professional capacity” and the field drops to 14.  
 
Robbins scans the list and see the coach’s name amongst the 
list. Robbins returns to the McLovin profile and sees no 
mention of “worked with children in professional capacity.”  
 
Robbins toggles onto the elevator box and clicks, 
effectively adds McLovin to the list as the 15th name.   

 
ROBBINS 

(under his breath) 
A trail of breadcrumbs or a trail 
of blood. 

 
Robbins looks at the list of suspects, which includes name, 
last known address, and a photo, glances the immediate 
area, sees no one, and takes a snapshot with his iPhone. 
 
Hunter hears the audible iPhone click and glances over as 
Robbins lowers his phone. Hunter returns to work. 

 
ROBBINS 

Where you AT Oswald? 
 

Robbins closes the PP and looks on Google page.  
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Robbins searches for “San Francisco convicted murderer” + 
“released.”  
 
Robbins sees several names and images, all unfamiliar, and 
too old.  
 
Robbins then spots Ernesto Indo, recently released after 10 
years’ state prison for manslaughter. Indo, currently 29 
years old, was imprisoned after killing a man who he 
claimed sexually assaulted him.  

 
ROBBINS 

Yes, Indo, probably self-defense.  
The jury thought otherwise. 

 
Robbins glances at the clock on the screen which shows the 
time is 12:40. Robbins closes the browser, stands and 
walks.  
 
Hunter peeks over the cubicle divider with eyes glazed. 

 
HUNTER 

Get anything good? 
 

ROBBINS 
Just plugging away. Tell the guys 
I said “Hi.” Don’t be afraid to go 
outside once in a while. 

 
HUNTER 

I will.  
 

Robbins exits.  
 
Hunter waits a moment, walks over to the terminal, and 
presses CTRL + Shift + T, and the last browser screen opens 
to the INDO STORY.  
 
Hunter scans the page, sees nothing of particular interest, 
closes the browser, and returns to his desk, then a slight 
look of bewilderment.  
 
EXT – ROBBINS HOUSE – DAY 
 
Robbins and Natalie sit at a table. Robbins, in shorts and 
t-shirt, rubs his tired brow, looks over a muffin and 
coffee. Natalie, stares bug-eyed, contained manic energy.  
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ROBBINS 

The fastest way to get started is 
to put one foot in front of the 
other. 

 
NATALIE 

What? 
 
Robbins casts a glance of doubt and despair. 
  

ROBBINS 
I mean YOU need to be normal. NOT 
a word of this, nothing weird. 

 
NATALIE 

(Snaps) 
What, weird? You’re the weirdo! 

 
ROBBINS 

It’s too early for you to be in 
the deep-end of the pool.  
(Deep breath). 
Okay, this is a bad idea. You want 
this done. You need to pull it 
together and KEEP it together. 

 
NATALIE 

WE want this done. I. Can. Do it. 
But why so many. 

 
ROBBINS 

Like I said, if just the Coach, 
I’ll be the first stop. If it’s 
just one other guy, no one will 
put them together. We need at 
least three. And with three, no 
one is thinking about me, they are 
thinking about a serial killer. 
And that’s where I give them ONE. 

 
NATALIE 

But what if he says he didn’t do 
it and the police believe him. 

 
ROBBINS 
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Yeah, I gotta make sure that 
doesn’t happen.  
 

Robbins presses his fingers to temples, leaves red marks.  
 

ROBBINS 
You know what you need to do? 

 
NATALIE 

(As if rehearsed) 
Yes, drive into Oakland, buy two 
prepaid phones, cash, don’t use my 
name, don’t show them my ID, get 
data, power the phones off before 
I cross the Bay Bridge, and wrap 
them in foil, leave them in the 
bush in the neighbor’s yard. 
  

ROBBINS 
And. 

 
NATALIE 

Set the house alarm every night at 
10:00 pm, no earlier. Leave the 
patio door and side window 
unlocked, don’t start the wash 
machine, you’ll start it. Keep the 
X-Files Season 2 in the Amazon 
Prime queue, play an episode every 
night at 8:00 p.m.  

 
ROBBINS 

(A little surprised) 
Good. That’s good. 
  

NATALIE 
I love you honey. 
  

ROBBINS 
I love you too.  
(Whispers). 
I just want everything to be OK. 

 
Robbins stares at her for a long moment and she gazes back. 
He feels a little better about the prospects, his face 
relaxes.  
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EXT. CODD APARTMENT ENTRANCE - NIGHT 
 
A tree lined street in front of an apartment building. 
 
Nearly dusk. Robbins is parked at the corner, looks in rear 
view mirror angled to see the entrance to Codd apartment. 
 
There’s light foot traffic, a dog walker.  
 
Robbins car changes from WORK ATTIRE into the MURDER 
ATTIRE. From a black plastic trash bag, Robbins removes and 
dresses dungarees, a loose plaid shirt, and shoes too small 
for his feet, and puts on a beige stocking cap which covers 
most of his hair; neatly placing his WORK ATTIRE into a 
fresh backpack.  
 
Robbins takes a paper bag from his backpack and opens, and 
unrolls foil to an old worn steak knife, and puts on a pair 
of latex gloves. 
  
Robbins glances down sidewalk and checks mirrors, sees no 
one. 
  
Nearly dark outside, the car clock reads 7:40 p.m. The 
streetlights turn on proving dim light.  
 
Robbins sees a shadowy figure exit the municipal bus and 
walk toward the Codd apartment. A few others exited the bus 
and disperse.  
 
Robbins looks over the figure and becomes sure this is 
Codd.  
 
Robbins checks the sidelines again and sees no one.  
 
Codd passes Robbins car, walking slowly, and begins to 
cross the street.  
 
Robbins exits his car and comes face to face with an woman, 
70’s, with a small dog. 
  

ROBBINS 
(Startled, but composed) 
Hi. 

 
DOG WOMAN 

(Looks disinterested) 
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Hello. 
 
The woman slowly wanders and Robbins WALKS towards Codd 
apartment.  
 
He looks back as the elderly woman approaches the stairs of 
a nearby apartment.  
 
Robbins looks forward at Codd who is several doors ahead 
approaching his own stairs. No one else is in view. 
 
Robbins goes from a quick walk to a SLOW JOG, moves 
silently, and crosses the street, less than a door away 
from Codd.  
 
Codd keys the lock, opens the door, and enters leaving the 
door to shut on its own.  
 
Robbins catches the door at the last moment, and slips into 
the apartment building hallway.  
 
INT. CODD HALLWAY – NIGHT 
 
Codd is at the unit’s door, key in the door, pushes it 
open. Codd fumbles with his bag, casts an indifferent 
glance towards Robbins.  
 
Robbins exhales, LOWERS his body weight, and accelerates to 
Codd, bringing the knife in an arching swing, onto Codd 
lower neck with tremendous velocity, it knocks Codd into— 
 
CONTINUOUS 
INT. APARTMENT – NIGHT 
 
--his apartment, and onto the ground.  
 
Codd grasps for the weapon but Robbins still has control 
and brings his knee to Codd upper torso to pressure Codd to 
the floor as blood pours and splatters, and quickly forms a 
pool. 
  
A 30 second struggle and Codd has his last breath.  
 
Robbins stands and for the first time, scans the apartment. 
Blood has soaked his shoes, splattered across his shirt and 
pants, and droplets are on his face.  
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Robbins tugs the knife from Codd neck and wipes the knife 
blood on Codd pant leg and places the knife into Robbins 
pocket. 
  
Robbins begins to set the stage, first pulling Codd wallet 
from his blood socked pocket and takes $40 in cash.  
 
As he handles the money, the blood on the latex gloves 
transfers to the bills. Robbins removes Codd watch, sees it 
a Timex, and takes it also.  
 
Robbins quickly rifles through the cabinets and finds 
little of apparent value and his shoes leave a clear blood 
trail as he moves.  
 
Robbins sees a photo of Codd on a mountain bike, with 
unknown friends, smiling; the photo looks recent. Robbins 
passes the entry mirror, glances not even for a second, 
taking no interest in his appearance. 
  
It's 7:50, and dark outside. Robbins moves to exit and the 
shoe steps leave a waning blood trail. Blood on the latex 
gloves transfers to the door knob. He stands still and 
takes a deep breath. He slips outside the apartment and 
sees little activity, and quickly walks to his car, and as 
he moves, the removes the latex gloves and places them in 
his pocket with the knife. 
  
INT. CAR – NIGHT 
 
Robbins reaches the car, opens the back door, picks a tarp 
from the car floor, spreads it across the back seat, and 
enters.  
 
Robbins strips off the MURDER ATTAIRE and places inside a 
black plastic bag, then folds the tarp inside the black 
plastic bag too.  
 
Robbins wipes his hand and face, wipes the knife. Robbins 
grabs the backpack, removes his work attire and gets 
dressed. When dressed, Robbins exits the car, looks around 
again, enters the driver’s seat and— 
 
EXT./INT. CAR – NIGHT - MOVING 
 
--and drives away, carefully scans the street for signs. 
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Robbins drives along the Embarcadero and finds 15-minute 
parking.  
 
EXT. EMBARCADERO PIER – NIGHT 
 
He quickly walks to the nearby pier, sits, and waits for a 
moment, then dumps the items from inside the black plastic 
bag into the bay.  
 
The dungarees and shirt take water and float; the shoes 
take water and submerge, the $40 lightly bloodied, rests on 
the surface and is pushed by the wind. Robbins stands, 
passes a nearby trash barrel, and pushes the black plastic 
bag inside. 
  
Robbins returns to the car. 
 
INT. KITCHEN/BATHROOM/LAUNDRY – NIGHT 
 
Natalie sits at the table, stands when the door opens, and 
Robbins enters. Silence. They share a glance.  
 

NATALIE 
It’s done? 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah. Shoes. 
 
Natalie is manic-neurotic. Robbins takes off his shoes and 
hands them to her.  
 
ROBBINS 
I gotta clean the car. 
 
She starts laundry, pours extra bleach. 
 
Robbins secretes knife to super-secret baseboard hiding 
spot.  
 
Natalie is on the couch with X-Files playing; the show 
counter shows 22:13, and the wall clock reads 8:35.  
 
Robbins slumps on the couch next to her.  
 
Natalie looks at him and he continues to look at the TV.  
 
Robbins places a hand on her leg and Natalie smiles. 
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ROBBINS 

What did I miss? 
 

NATALIE 
Mulder is a maniac. The guys a 
nut. His boss told him again NO 
MORE X-FILES. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Chuckles). 
Yeah, that never fly in our 
office. 

 
They both laugh and share a smile.  
 
 
EXT. INDO RESIDENCE – DAY 
 
A single-family home converted into multiple units for a 
communal living rehabilitation center.  
 
Robbins walks the street up to the corner, and sits on a 
bus station bench, across the street and a few doors away. 
 
It’s early morning and there’s moderate foot and vehicle 
traffic as people head to work.  
 
Robbins phone rings, which startles Robbins as he had meant 
to power it off; the CallerID “Blocked”. 
 

ROBBINS 
(To himself). 
Crap, it’s work. I thought this 
was off. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Mid breath). 
Hello. 

 
INT. OFFICE – DAY 
 
Manny sits at his desk. 
 
INTERCUT between Robbins and Manny 
 

MANNY 
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Hey, what’s up good looking? 
 

ROBBINS 
Manny, how’s it going? 
  

MANNY 
It’s early, I’m up running, but I 
feel more like the gazelle than 
the lion. 

 
ROBBINS 

Likewise. So what’s up? 
 

MANNY 
I heard there was a Robbins 
sighting. You got something good? 

 
ROBBINS 

Uhh. 
 

MANNY 
Hunter said you came by last week. 
I was out. Said you may need a 
hand with something… 

 
ROBBINS 

Uhh. Maybe, I’m probably all set. 
 

MANNY 
Ok. Well we are HERE to help. 
(Silence. Pause.) 
Coffee? 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, I’ll stop by. I’m on my way 
in now. 

 
MANNY 

That’s a late start. Traffic? 
 

ROBBINS 
No, just had a drive-by. 

 
MANNY 

Cool. Who’s with you? 
 

ROBBINS 
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No one. It’s probably nothing 
anyways. Just checking an address, 
no contact. 

 
MANNY 

Al-right. 
  

Manny hangs up, a moment.  
 
Manny looks down at a Post-It note Hunter had wrote “DR – 
Subj: Indo?”  
Manny balls up the note and drops into trash can.  
 
 
EXT. FOUDY RESIDENCE - NIGHT 

 
Robbins is set up on Foudy Tennant in-Common property. It’s 
7:10, dusk, and soon to be dark. Robbins has a black 
plastic bag and a backpack on the passenger floor. Robbins 
looks around, sees light pedestrian traffic, but has not 
seen Foudy, nor anyone leave TIC. Robbins is slightly 
nervous as he did not spot Foudy in transit. 

 
Robbins has one of the burner phones in his hand. Robbins 
looks around again, sees no activity.  
 
Robbins activates the phone, waits seconds, gets a signal. 
He dials Foudy phone.  
 
INT. LIVING ROOM – NIGHT 
 
A simple living room, couch, TV. Foudy, 60’s, frail, a 
weathered shell, arranges some items.  
 
INTERCUT between Robbins and Foudy 

 
FOUDY 

Hello? 
 

ROBBINS 
Hi, this is Tim Spill from 
probation. 

 
FOUDY 

Yeah?  
 

ROBBINS 
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We need an updated contact form 
completed. 

 
FOUDY 

Uhh. Ok.  
 

ROBBINS 
You maintain a residence at 315 
Golden Gate, Apt 418? 

 
FOUDY 

Yes, and I’ve always notified your 
office of any changes. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yes, you have. We, as terms of 
your probation, will do random 
verification.Are you home now? 

 
FOUDY 

Yes, you called my house phone. 
 

ROBBINS 
Yes, but we are aware of CALL 
FORWARDING to mobile devices. 
 

FOUDY 
Yes, I’m at home. 

 
ROBBINS 

Someone from our office will be by 
shortly to verify. 

 
FOUDY 

Now? 
 

ROBBINS 
Yes, soon. Is that a problem? 
(Silence). 
Listen, if you’re not at home, 
tell me know. Let’s not escalate 
this if you ARE in violation, at 
least take responsibility for it. 
The judge usu-- 

 
FOUDY 

--No, NO. I’m AT home. 
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Come by. 
 

ROBBINS 
Hey, listen. We are not the bad 
guys here. We are just doing our 
job. If you have company, we can 
push this back an hour. 
We just try to do this before 
people with jobs like to go to 
bed. 

 
FOUDY 

No, no. Now is fine.  
No company. 

 
Robbins smiles slightly in relief.  
 
Robbins glances down at the black plastic bag, reaches 
inside, and removes only the SHOES, and the knife.  
 
Robbins is wearing WORK ATTIRE, khakis, white button-down 
shirt with tie, and blazer.  
 
Robbins removes his tie and places the tie and his work 
shoes into the backpack.  

 
INT. FOUDY RESIDENCE - EVENING 

 
Foudy is on the phone. A knock on the door starts Foudy 
walks to open.  
 

FOUDY 
(On the phone). 
Well, listen, that sounds unfair.  

 
Foudy still on the phone, opens the door. 
 

FOUDY 
(On the phone.) 
Anyways, I need to go. Lol. 
(To Robbins). 
HELLO, Mr. ? 

 
ROBBINS 

Spil. 
(Motions to phone). 
Everything okay? 
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FOUDY 

Yes, just a friend. 
 

Robbins stares intently at the phone to make Foudy want to 
end the call. Foudy gets it. 

 
FOUDY 

I’ll call him back later. 
 

Foudy fumbles with the phone for a long couple seconds to 
end call, set to silent. 
 

FOUDY 
Well, as you can SEE, I am HERE. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yes, you sure are.  
Mind if I come in? 

 
FOUDY 

Yes, you have some updating? 
 
Foudy scans Robbins hands anticipating paperwork. 

 
ROBBINS 

It’s all done on the phone. 
(Shakes the phone). 

 
FOUDY 

But of course.  
Come on in. 

 
Foudy drops his glance to Robbins feet, notices the out of 
place shoes.  
 

FOUDY 
Real fashionable… 

 
ROBBINS 

Thanks. 
 

Robbins takes a step into the TIC and Foudy closes the door 
behind.  
 
Robbins slows and reaches his hand into his blazer pocket 
and grips the knife as Foudy passes by towards a table. 
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FOUDY 

(While looking to the table). 
The shoes. They don’t really fit.. 

 
Foudy sentence interrupted as Robbins violently stabs Foudy 
at the base of the skull with such impact Foudy crashes to 
the floor in a thud without any fight.  
 
Blood spurts onto Robbins bare hand, blazer sleeve and 
shirt cuff.   

 
Robbins rises. The blood pools immediately underneath Foudy 
but does not reach Robbins shoe.  
 
Robbins pats Foudy for a wallet but finds none. Robbins 
searches the apartment, finds little cash and jewelry.  
 
Robbins takes Foudy phone and realizes as he touched the 
screen, as his oily fingerprint remains.  
 
Robbins begins to wipe everything he recalled touching. 
Robbins powers down the phone, goes to the cabinet in 
search of Aluminum foil, a hand towel covers his hand as he 
opens and closes drawers, until he finds foil, and hastily 
wraps the Foudy phone.  

 
The pool of blood covers an area twice the size of Foudy. 
Robbins pauses. Robbins steps his shoe into the blood, then 
retraces his movement around the apartment, in effort to 
recreate his search.  
 
The bloody footprints fade with each step. Robbins washes 
his hands and knife in the sink, dries the knife with the 
hand towel and places the bulky item inside his blazer 
pocket; Robbins places the foil covered phone in his other 
blazer pocket.  
 
Robbins grabs a hat and puts it on.   

 
Robbins scans the apartment and walks to the exit. Robbins 
listens for noise for a couple seconds, and exits. Robbins 
checks the burner phone, the time is 8:25.  
 
Robbins powers off the phone as he walks out the FOUDY 
RESIDENCE, and keeping his hands up, uses his foot to close 
the door.  
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EXT./INT. CAR – NIGHT - MOVING 

 
Robbins drives toward his house the bay. The Foudy phone 
vibrates inside his jacket.  

 
ROBBINS 

Fuck! 
 

Robbins fumbles with the phone, still wrapped in foil, and 
sees a name on the CallerID. Robbins tries to Power Off the 
phone, and hits several buttons, inadvertently answering 
before hanging up. 

 
CALLER 

(Squeaky, distant voice). 
Hey! 
Hello? 
Hey? 

 
Robbins smashes the phone against the door, shattering the 
screen. The phone is dark. Screen shards are about.  
 
Robbins is flush from the surprise. 
 
EXT. EMBARCADERO PIER - NIGHT 

 
Robbins reaches the bay. Robbins flustered, furtively walks 
to the water, tosses the phone into the bay.  
 
Robbins looks at his shoes and realized he forgot to change 
them. Robbins hastily pulls the shoes and socks off, and 
lets them drop into the water.  
 
Robbins quickly departs, barefoot, as Robbins passes a 
trash receptacle, he takes the Foudy hat from his head, and 
discards.  
 
Robbins returns to the car. 

 
  

INT. KITCHEN/BATHROOM/LAUNDRY – NIGHT 
 
Natalie impatiently stands in the doorway. Robbins 
hurriedly enters. The two rehash a panicked clean up.  
 

ROBBINS 
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(Shaking his head).  
Sloppy. 

NATALIE 
Are you okay? Is it done? 

 
Robbins casts a sobering look. 
 

ROBBINS 
Yes, and yes. We gotta fix a few 
things. 

 
NATALIE 

What? Where are your shoes? 
 
Robbins doesn’t hear her, lost in his mental checklist, 
then shoves the car mat into her chest. 

 
ROBBINS 

Take this mat to the back yard. 
Soak and scrub with bleach. 
Then take dirt and scrub it into 
the mat, and rinse it off again. 

 
Natalie annoyed with the sharp command. 
 

NATALIE 
Why? 

 
ROBBINS 

Do it. 
 
Robbins glares, she retreats, slowly exits. 
 

CUT TO 
INT. BATHROOM – NIGHT 
 
Robbins turns the shower on. It’s quickly steaming hot. He 
starts to undress and empties his pockets. He finds the 
burner phone and sees it is still on. 
 

ROBBINS 
Shit, shit.  

 
Robbins powers off the phone. He removes the knife and 
Foudy money from his blazer.  
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Robbins enters the shower, almost fully clothed, with the 
burner phone and knife in one hand.  
 
Robbins stares at the spout as water hits his open eyes. 
 

ROBBINS 
What the fuck have I done? 

 
Robbins undresses, leaving his clothes in a pile on the 
shower floor.  
 
He drops the phone onto the pile and places the knife upon 
a shelf.  
 
He shampoos and stomps on the pile while scrubbing his 
hands and face.  
 
Natalie enters and stands outside the shower door. 
 

ROBBINS 
Is the mat done? 

 
NATALIE 

Yes, what now? 
 
Robbins barks, Natalie nerves run wild. 
 

ROBBINS 
Put it back in the car! Soak the 
seat with fabric cleaner, leave 
the window open. Then grab a trash 
bag and bring it. 

 
NATALIE  

Alright. Don’t yell. 
 
Natalie is frazzled and hurries from the bathroom for her 
tasks at hand.  
 
Robbins continues to slowly shift his weight from one foot 
to the other, both upon the pile, while continuing to pour 
shampoo; suds are plentiful.  
 
A pinkish color fades from the water. 
  
Natalie returns with the bag and stands outside the door. 
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Robbins pivots the shower head and presses his full weight 
on the pile. 
  

ROBBINS 
Open the bag. Hold it. 

 
Natalie opens and holds the bag while Robbins picks up the 
pile and with a slosh, puts the pile inside the bag. The 
weight of the pile is pronounced. 
 

ROBBINS 
Pour a bottle of bleach. Tie the 
bag off. Leave it in the garage. 

 
NATALIE 

Okay. 
 
Natalie hurries away. Robbins is alone in the bathroom.  
 
Robbins picks up and cleans the knife, first carefully uses 
his fingers, then a facecloth, but doesn’t scrub heavily. 
  

CUT BACK 
INT. LIVING ROOM – NIGHT 
 
It’s 9:15 as Robbins sits on the couch. The Amazon Prime 
account kept rolling into a second episode. Robbins notices 
Scully is back. 
 

ROBBINS 
What’s the story on the first 
episode? 

 
NATALIE 

I..I don’t know. Let me rewind it… 
 
Natalie reaches for the remote. Robbins jumps.  
 

ROBBINS 
NO! No trail. This is the kind of 
stuff that will get us caught. 
Jeez, when did Scully return. 
That’s kind of pivotal. 

 
Robbins grabs for her phone to look up the Wikipedia story 
for the prior episode, and quickly skims through the story 
line. 
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ROBBINS 

Season 2 episode 7, Skinner 
reopens the X-Files but Scully is 
missing, Mulder investigates blood 
drinking killers.. 

NATALIE 
Sounds cool. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, I’ve seen it before.Damn. 
How many bullets did Fox dodge? In 
real life, we’ve gone through 
every single agent – they’d ALL be 
dead or fired before Season 3! 

 
NATALIE 

Even though everyone is out to 
stop him, Fox always Finds a way. 
He’s doing this ALL for his 
sister. Very sexy. 
  

Robbins and Natalie look into each other’s eyes, pause, 
then smile. 
  

ROBBINS 
I’ll drain and ditch the bag 
tomorrow. And see if anyone’s 
talking yet. Doubtful, but you 
never know. We are almost there. 

 
 
EXT. BUSHES - NIGHT 

 
In Robbin’s yard, some bushes.  
 
A hand fishes under the bush, feels for and finds a plastic 
bag.  
 
Robbins retrieves the bag, places the burner phone inside, 
and returns the bag, covers it with debris.  
 

 
CUT TO 

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT 
 
Robbins hands a full black plastic bag to Natalie.  
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Natalie pours bleach inside the bag. 
 
Natalie tosses bag inside garage. 

 
CUT TO 

INT. LIVING ROOM – NIGHT 
 
X-Files plays on the TV.  
 
Robbins and Natalie both sit at the same EXACT time, share 
a smile, then look comfortably at the TV.  

 
INT. OFFICE – DAY 
 
Robbins takes a hurried step and flops into the chair at 
his desk, quickly pecks on his computer, sighs, scans at 
every passing agent. 
 
He goes to sfgate.com and skims through the news for 
mention of recent suspicious deaths and finds nothing.  
 
He goes to google.com and searches for “San Francisco” + 
“suspicious murders” + “stabbing” and still nothing 
relevant found. 
  
Manny happily approaches and Robbins sees him coming, 
sharply closes his search window just in time.  
 

MANNY 
Hey, Robbins. Good meeting?  
 

ROBBINS 
Yeah. Yeah. I’m good. What’ up?  

 
Manny unconvinced and concerned. 
 

MANNY 
Just chatted with the ASAC after 
the meeting. I thought you are in 
a good place to help glue pieces 
of the puzzle back together. 

 
ROBBINS 

How so? 
 

MANNY 
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Well, you have time and friends on 
two teams. You are well liked. 
Let’s find a way to put joint 
resources on an investigation. 

 
ROBBINS 

Like what? 
 

MANNY 
I’m not saying to INVENT 
something. Just, you know. Look 
for an opportunity. Okay? 

 
Robbins looks sideways, then gets on board. 
 

ROBBINS 
Got it. 
 

BEAT  
ROBBINS 

I may have something. 
 

MANNY 
Oh. What? 

 
ROBBINS 

I have a little more digging. I’ll 
get back to you. 

 
MANNY 

The team likes to dig too, you 
know. No one here likes to be 
spoon fed. Everyone likes the 
hunt. 

 
ROBBINS 

Okay, give me a couple days. I’ll 
get back with you. 

 
Manny wander off. Robbins searches the ceiling for answers, 
then decides. 

 
INT. OFFICE - MORNING 

 
Robbins, sits at his desk, staring somewhere in space, 
dressed in a sports coat, no tie.  
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Glenn stealthily approaches, throws down the SF Chronical. 
 
The title: “Disgraced Swim Coach Murdered.”  
 
Robbins picks up the paper, glances at the story then, in 
slow motion, with a pale face, looks sheepishly up at 
Glenn. 

 
ROBBINS 

What’s this?  
 

GLEN 
This is WORK CALLING buddy. 
Manny even whispered it may be the 
“S” word. 

 
ROBBINS 

S? 
 

GLEN 
I can’t tell anyone that “S” 
stands for Serial. It may 
constitute a leak. 
(Laughs) 
Looks like this may be tied to a 
murder last week. 

 
ROBBINS 

Tied? How? 
 

GLEN 
Don’t know. But this could be 
exciting shit. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, that’s something.  
(Pauses too long. Glen expecting 
to hear more. Robbins returns). 
Sorry. I was asleep at the wheel. 

 
GLEN 

Manny wants a meeting at 11. 
  

ROBBINS 
Who? 

 
GLEN 
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Our team, Team #3 and some CE 
dwebs. 

 
ROBBINS 

CE? 
 

GLEN 
Yeah, apparently matches in the 
rap sheets. Ya know. With kiddie 
porn or other like stuff…Who 
knows. CE can carry our bags… 

 
ROBBINS 

Wow.  
 

 
INT. FBI MANNY’S OFFICE - DAY 

 
Manny stands behind his desk. Robbins, Glenn, and a few 
others, a couple seated, are in a semi-circle gaggle. 

 
MANNY 

Ok, this stays here. NO LEAKS. A 
SDPD detective in homicide 
responded to a body found this 
morning. The deceased is a swim 
coach convicted of fondling kids. 
Stabbed from the rear, in what 
appeared to be a staged robbery. 
Not so unusual. This detective 
responded to a murder a last week, 
same exact MO. Police initially 
thought botched robbery. But now, 
with two in two weeks. Well. 
That’s where the word “staged” 
comes into play. We have a CE 
liaison with PD – they asked us to 
profile, only. Of course, we are 
glad to help in any way we can. 
And NO, there is NO SERIAL KILLER. 
Zero. Until the chief, or someone 
HIGH above this office. Decrees 
otherwise. Got it? 

 
AGENT THREE 

(Alone and oddly out of place). 
Got it! 
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The group giggles.  

 
AGENT FOUR 

Dumbass. 
 

MANNY 
There’s always one.  
(Pause). 
Anyways. Stay tuned for 
assignments. 

 
Robbins stands and smiles slightly to himself.  
 
Glen scans the room and notices Robbins smile doesn’t mesh 
well with the group’s laughter for the “dumbass” remark.  

 
INT. HALLWAY – DAY 
 
Robbins walks down a maze of hallways in the FBI office, 
opens a door and we follow him to— 
 
INT. ANALYSTS OFFICE – DAY 
 
--another field of cubes, albeit library quiet.  
 
Robbins goes to a large corner office. LEE, 40’s drivel 
with flat affect, is on the phone. 
 

ROBBINS 
Soooo, how much time you need? 

 
LEE 

I was told it wasn’t a rush? 
And….I just got this before lunch. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, I know. We’re looking to get 
hot today. I have a team ready to 
hit the field. We’ll need a few 
hours to run the basics. The boss 
wants us on this before other 
interested parties step up. 
  

LEE 
The profile will take a few days 
to draft. It’s just the draft. 
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Then we have to get a supervisor 
to review. Then quality assurance. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, not that part. I just need 
some PROBABLES. You know. The ones 
whom, if they did it, NO ONE would 
be surprised. And if we did 
nothing. EVERYONE would be shocked 
we didn’t look at them. 

 
LEE 

Okay, that easy. I planned to 
start the profile first since it 
would take longer. 

 
ROBBINS 

Understandable. They want boots on 
the ground today. 

 
LEE 

Alright. We have identifiers so 
its just a matter of culling the 
SWAG. 

 
ROBBINS 

Que? 
 

LEE 
Our scientific wild ass guess. 
Heck, you could do this yourself.  
How many targets do you want? 

 
ROBBINS 

(Laughs). 
ONE. 

 
LEE 

Well, realistically. If I give you 
ONE, the odds that it’s the right 
one are tiny. If I give you 100, 
the odds shift considerably to my 
favor. 

 
ROBBINS 

Let’s profile the basics and see 
where it gets us. 
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LEE 

Ok. Looking for male, 35-50, 
Caucasian, felony arrest. Paroled 
or on probation in the past year. 
Lives in the City. Right handed. 
What else? 

 
ROBBINS 

Where’s that leave us? 
 

LEE 
168 

 
Robbins shakes his head. 
 

ROBBINS 
Ugly. Ok. Add Violent Felony or 
Sexual Assault. 

 
LEE 

Ok. 37 
 

ROBBINS 
Make the parole, probation 6 
months. 

 
LEE 

Ok. And how about just the 
Tenderloin? 
(Pause). 
14. 

 
ROBBINS 

Much better. 
  

Robbins scans the list of names but does not see Indo 
listed. 
  

ROBBINS 
But hey. That’s still too many. 
And the Tenderloin is already the 
armpit of the city. 

 
LEE 

But its where both victims lived. 
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Lee points to the sign “Danger Injuries” with the flying 
wrench. 
 

ROBBINS 
Yeah, but follow me. If the 
subject lived there, he would have 
killed there earlier. He probably 
just STARTED VENTURING into the 
Tenderloin. Search for Zips 
outside but adjacent to 94102. 

 
LEE 

(Puzzled) 
It’s going to pull from a much 
smaller pool of POSSIBLES. But…Ok. 
You got 5 but you’re missing the 
bulk of the city’s bell curve. 
  

Robbins sees Indo’s name on the list, listed 4th most 
probable. 
  

ROBBINS 
You’re thinking about backwards. 
We are looking for a needle in a 
haystack. Why look in the biggest 
pile of hay? 

 
LEE 

I guess.  
 

ROBBINS 
Perfect. 

 
LEE 

Agents are weird. Is this how you 
usually do things? It’s amazing 
you guys solve anything. 

 
ROBBINS 

Hey, we don’t catch the smart 
ones. 

 
 
EXT./INT. CAR - NIGHT 
 
Glen and Robbins sit in Glens’ G-ride.  
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Robbins uses binoculars to look down the block to the INDO 
RESIDENCE  
 
Glen is playing Fortnite on his iPhone.  

GLEN 
Typical clusterfuck. 

 
ROBBINS 

At least we pulled the Eve shift – 
could have graveyard. 

 
GLEN 

Or worse, days. How you pull the 
swap? 

 
ROBBINS 

What? 
 

GLEN 
You were team lead on the other 
site, right? 

 
ROBBINS 

Craig wanted to switch. I didn’t 
care. 

 
GLEN 

Alright…Crazy shit. This guy had 
the 4th best profile match. Why did 
CE get the top 3 matches? What are 
we? 

 
ROBBINS 

I dunno. 
  

GLENN 
Who’s our relief? 

 
ROBBINS 

Hunter and a new guy, and a couple 
of detectives. 
  

GLEN 
Good the locals are taking an 
interest. 

 
ROBBINS 
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Everyone will want to be in on 
this…if we catch someone. 

 
 
INT. ROBBINS HOUSE. NIGHT 

 
Robbins and Natalie are seated on the couch and Maddy lay 
asleep on Natalie’s lap. X-Files Season 3 is plays. Natalie 
strokes Maddy’s hair. 
 
On the TV Mulder is chased and running wildly.  

 
NATALIE 

I’m so happy with us. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Smiles). 
Me too.  
(Puzzled). 
Also. 

 
NATALIE 

You always take care of us. We 
should just stop. You should stop. 
Now. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Quietly). 
We work the plan. 
It’s almost done. 

 
NATALIE 

It’s done. No one even stopped by. 
There’s nothing. 

 
ROBBINS 

Nothing today. Probably nothing 
next week or next month. But 
sometime soon. Someone will start 
digging. There’s always something. 

 
NATALIE 

You were careful.  
 

ROBBINS  
Careful is not an alibi. There’s 
people who I didn’t see. A loose 
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hair, a license plate reader, cell 
phone tower, prints. An 
eyewitness. There were risks 
everywhere. Around every corner. 
We are not done yet. Not by any 
means. And even when we are done. 
There’s still risk. 

 
NATALIE 

So you’re never done? 
 

ROBBINS 
No, I’m not saying that. I’m 
saying for the Plan to work, 
We need to work the plan. 

 
NATALIE 

If you get caught you’ll be in 
jail the rest of your life. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, IF I GET CAUGHT, that’s 
likely. 

 
Robbins looks up at the ceiling fan which slowly circles. 

 
ROBBINS 

That’s why THIS has to be done. 
It comes around. It always does. 

 
NATALIE 

(Callous). 
I love you but if you get caught. 

 
BEAT 
 

NATALIE 
I don’t know. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, I know. It’s all on me.  
 
Natalie stands up. 
 

NATALIE 
Popsicle or popcorn? 
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EXT. CAR - NIGHT 

 
Robbins and Glen sit in the car. Robbins fumbles with a 
radio, and binoculars. 

 
GLEN 

(Funny voice) 
Day three. the crew begins to 
question the Captain.. 
As the voyage loses its luster. 

 
ROBBINS 

Ha, ha, Only Day 3. Still plenty 
of action for what We are used to. 

 
GLEN 

Let’s see. He’s made two trips to 
the grocery store. Four walks. 
Spotted checking his mail once. 
In the window twice. On his phone 
once. A real bundle of excitement.  

 
ROBBINS 

Until we know, we just don’t. He 
could be stalking his next target. 
Mapping his escape route. At the 
store, buying kitchen knives, or 
maybe has Progressed, and is 
buying poison precursor. 

 
GLEN 

Listen, WE HAVE been here four 
hours and haven’t seen a thing. 

 
ROBBINS 

Let’s check if he’s in. 
 

GLEN 
Pardon? 

 
ROBBINS 

Go up and ring the buzzer. Cut 
left along the sidewalk. So if he 
looks, he won’t see you. Shoot, 
say you got the wrong apartment. 
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GLEN 
Sure. I guess. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Into the radio). 
Bravo, pull up a block.  
Bravo, copy? Hey, Hunter, you 
there?  

 
HUNTER (V.O.S.) 

Bravo. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Into the radio). 
We are going to run a spot check.  
Keep an eye on the windows on the 
East side. 

 
HUNTER (V.O.S.) 
(Muffled). 
Roger. 

 
Glen LOOKS puzzled. 

 
ROBBINS 

Hey, it’s a low risk technique. 
Let’s make sure he’s home and 
didn’t give us the slip. This 
place has TWO entrances, WE KNOW 
OF. Heck, we are just covering the 
MAIN entrance. That would be 
really bad if he wasn’t even here. 

 
GLEN 

Ok. Alright. 
 

Glen exits and softly closes the car door. 
 
Robbins takes the burner phone from his pocket and powers 
up the phone.  
 
Glen walks diagonal straight towards the INDO RESIDENCE and 
hits the buzzer for a long three seconds.  
 
Glen sets off in Bravo’s direction walking close to the 
building as concealment.  
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Robbins confirms the burner phone is on network.  
 
Robbins sees a passerby look at the buzzer intercom as he 
passes which tells Robbins Indo IS home.  
 
A second later Robbins sees Indo peer down from his window. 
Robbins keeps the burner phone low and on SPEAKERPHONE and 
dials Whelen.  

 
WHELEN (V.O.S.) 

Hello? 
 

ROBBINS 
Hi, yes. This is Kyle from 
Securus. Is this Mr. Whelen? 

 
WHELEN (V.O.S.) 

Yes. Securus? 
 

ROBBINS 
Yes, we are the billing company 
which handles Past Due invoices 
for Cingular Wireless. 

 
WHELEN (V.O.S.) 

Hey, I DON’T have Cingular. 
 

ROBBINS 
Well, our records show-- 

  
WHELEN (V.O.S.) 

--Put me on your Do Not Call list. 
 

The phone clicks as Whelen hung up. Robbins smiles, powers 
off the burner phone, watches to ensure it powers down, and 
returns the phone to his pocket.  
 
Glen walks towards car.  

 
ROBBINS 

(Into radio). 
Bravo, any movement? 

 
HUNTER 

Negative. 
 

ROBBINS 
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Clear. 
 

Glen enters the GLEN G-RIDE and looks immediately at 
Robbins.  

 
GLEN 

Anything? 
 

ROBBINS 
No. He could be sleeping. 

 
GLEN 

Sleeping? More likely he threw on 
a disguise and is out killing 
pedophiles. 

 
ROBBINS 

Anything is possible. Shit, I hope 
we at least see him return. Well, 
I’ll put in the notes, subject 
left unseen, possible use of 
alternate entrance. Maybe next 
shift will have better luck. 

 
GLEN 

Maybe we need another team to 
cover the rear entrance? We should 
get more staff. I heard there may 
be a few more bodies linked. 

 
ROBBINS 

Naw, we won’t get any more staff.  
Well, WE don’t NEED more staff. 

 
GLEN 

Well, we going to get more bodies, 
LOTS more, real soon if they link 
these other killings. 

 
ROBBINS 

Our target is 4th. They’ll staff 
heavy on the higher priority 
targets. 

 
GLEN 

You don’t want more help? Many 
hands make light work… 
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ROBBINS 

Well, we need a second car on the 
main entrance with us; we’d lose 
him in a block if he moves with 
only one car in city traffic. 
(Muses). 
This a band-aid solution for a 
tourniquet bleed. 
(Nods to Glen’s suggestion). 
We could use another unit, or two… 

 
Glen smiles as Robbins fakes an agreement, casts a sly 
glance away.  
 
INT. CAR - NIGHT 

 
Robbins, Glen and Hunter each sits alone in their cars 
parked outside INDO RESIDENCE.  
 
INTERCUT between Robbins, Glen and Hunter on radio. 

 
ROBBINS 

Radio check. 
 

GLEN 
Lima Charlie. 

 
HUNTER 

Licking Chicken 
 

ROBBINS 
You got eyes on REAR. 

 
GLEN 

Good field of view, no direct line 
of sight. 

 
ROBBINS 

Ok. Doing more with less. 
(Pause). 
Call out movement back there, ok? 

 
GLEN 

Ok. 
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Robbins takes the BURNER PHONE from his pocket, powers up 
to a signal, Robbins dials Whelen. The phone rings several 
times. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Anxious). 
C’mon, c’mon.  

 
There’s a hurried answer. 
 

WHELEN (V.O.S.) 
I said stop calling! 

 
Followed by a click. Robbins smiles proudly to himself. 
Then Robbins dials a saved contact “Sitter.”  
 

ROBBINS 
(Into phone). 
Hello, Ernesto, it’s Tie. Tie 
Whelan. Thanks for taking the call 
earlier in the week. 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

Hi, yes. I called earlier, and it 
went straight to voicemail. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yes, I get a lot of calls. Can’t 
answer them all. 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

OK. 
 

ROBBINS 
Are you available to stop by this 
evening?  

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

Sure, what time? 
 

ROBBINS 
Well, I have guests leaving in 30 
minutes and I hoped to get to bed 
by 9. I’d like you to meet Freddy, 
and give the two of you a chance 
you get to know each other. It 
wouldn’t be fair for me to just 
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leave my dog with you without 
seeing how the two of you get 
along. 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

Sure. So you have dates in mind? 
 

ROBBINS 
Like I mentioned, I’d be gone for 
about 10 days, starting next 
Thursday. You’d need to walk him 
twice a day, feed him, sit and 
play with him, check the mail. You 
know, just hang. He’s like my kid. 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

Sure, yes of course. Sounds great. 
 

ROBBINS 
I’m at 1037 15th Street, Apt B. Can 
you be here in 30 minutes, at 
8:30? 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

Yes, I’m just a few blocks away. 
 

ROBBINS 
And parking is a mess, so you’re 
better off taking the Metro. 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

I’ll walk. 
 

ROBBINS 
Even better. Just knock when you 
arrive. Don’t ring the bell, its 
gets Freddy all worked up. 

 
INDO (V.O.S.) 

Got it.  
 
Robbins looks at the BURNER PHONE, LinkedIn profile for 
Indo which revealed House and Pet Sitting, among other 
trivial skills.  
 
Robbins sees a random man walking the sidewalk and waits 
until he’s near the INDO RESIDENCE main entrance. 
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ROBBINS 

Let’s stir it up. 
Bravo, movement at main entrance. 
Possible target. 

 
HUNTER 

(Sharply).  
NEGATIVE. He came up the block. 

 
ROBBINS 

Copy.  
(Aloud, to himself). 
Crap, guess you’re not asleep in 
there. 
(Radio). 
Charlie, got anything? 

 
GLEN 

Light foot traffic, but otherwise 
quiet. 

 
ROBBINS 

Copy.  
 
Robbins sees INDO RESIDENCE curtains move as a sign Indo 
prepares to leave. 
 

ROBBINS 
Charlie, still movement back 
there? 

 
GLEN 

Same. Light activity. Negative on 
target. 

 
ROBBINS 

Bravo, take a position a block 
East, to support Charlie. 

 
HUNTER 

Uh. Bravo is okay here. It’s a 
quick Right to pivot to the rear. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Slightly irritated). 
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Copy Bravo. Your call. If you’re 
sure. 

 
HUNTER 

Copy. Good here.  
 
Robbins sees Indo exit the main door, Indo, 35, meek, Gap 
casual, and walks opposite of Bravo, counter to one-way 
traffic. 
  

HUNTER 
ALPHA. Subject on move. Copy! 

 
ROBBINS 

(Radio). 
May be our guy. Wait a minute. 

 
Robbins sees clearly its Indo as Indo passes by the parked 
ROBBINS G-RIDE. Robbins looks down the street and sees 
Bravo pull from parking spot into traffic to circle the 
block.  
 
Robbins clenches jaw realizing Hunter committed. 
  

HUNTER 
Target moving Southbound, taking 
position three. Eyeball? 

 
ROBBINS 

(Radio). 
I have eyes. Confirmed subject. 
Walking south. 

 
GLEN 

Copy. Hold here? 
 

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
Charlie, take a position along 
Ellis street, in case he returns. 
We’ll want to see if he’s 
alternating egress. 

 
GLEN 

Copy. 
 

HUNTER 
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Alpha, Charlie can take a 
supporting position. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yes, but if we lose target in 
traffic, we’d need to know he 
returns home. 

 
HUNTER 

Copy. 
  

ROBBINS 
Bravo, Charlie, I have the 
eyeball. Moving on foot. 

 
 
EXT. INDO RESIDENCE NEIGHBORHOOD – EVENING 
 
Robbins exits car and begins to tail Indo.  
 
Robbins sees Hunter in HUNTER G-RIDE drive down Eddy St in 
traffic, with no chance to park, or turn left, and knows 
Hunter will be out of position. 
  

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
See you Charlie. You’ll have to 
box block. On next pass cut left; 
take first parking spot you find. 

 
Hunter in the HUNTER G-RIDE roll down a typical urban 
street where every parking spot is occupied. Hunter is 
growing increasingly anxious. 

  
HUNTER 
(To self). 
Never. Any. Parking.  
(Into radio). 
Should Charlie roll? I’m going to 
spend a minute just circling the 
block. 

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
Charlie hold. Bravo pull around.  
I have eyes. Target is waiting to 
cross Turk. Headed North. 
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Target wearing a Giants ballcap, 
your atypical rapist Members Only 
beige jacket, sneakers, carrying 
what appears to be a phone in 
hand. Sneakers or shoes?  

GLEN 
Copy. 

 
HUNTER 

Copy. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
Subject crossed Turk, continuing 
North. 

 
GLEN 

You in the clear? 
 

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
There’s cover. Light foot traffic. 
Easy. 

 
HUNTER 

I’m stuck at a light.  
Just a block away. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Radio). 
Subject now headed East. 
Comingled with other peds. 

 
Robbins sees Indo continue North towards the WHELEN 
RESIDENCE and looks desperate. Robbins looks over his left 
shoulder to ensure Hunter is not in sight. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
Bravo, take a position at the 
corner of Hyde and Eddy, facing 
North. I may LOSE him if he gets 
any further ahead. You’ll NEED to 
pick him up.  

 
Robbins waits for Hunter’s reply, hopeful he’ll take the 
bait.  
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ROBBINS 

Coverage is thinning.  
 

GLEN 
Should I roll? 

 
ROBBINS 

I think we are set. Hold your 
position. Bravo should get the 
eyeball in a minute. Bravo? 

 
HUNTER 

(Nervous) 
Just cleared Hyde, headed North. 
FRESH RED. LOCATION? 

 
ROBBINS 

We. Are. 
Just a block East, or shoot, maybe 
two blocks. He’s slowing down. You 
should see the target in 3-4 
mikes. Standby. 
He may be changing direction… 

 
Robbins sees that Indo didn’t slow down or change 
directions. Robbins watches Indo make the final approach to 
the WHELAN RESIDENCE.  
 
Hunter parks two blocks away.  
 
Indo knocks on the door as Robbins only 10 feet behind.  
 
EXT./INT. WHELEN RESIDENCE - DAY 
  
Indo stands at the door having just knocked. Robbins walks 
up behind. 
 
ROBBINS 
Hey, should be open. 
 
INDO 
Ok. I just knocked. 
 
ROBBINS 
Who you here for? 
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INDO 
Mr. Whelen, Unit 204. 
 
ROBBINS 
Yeah, I’m next door. 
He won’t hear you knock. Buzz? 
 
INDO 
He said to knock. 
 
ROBBINS 
He probably meant HIS door.. 
C’mon, I’ll walk you up. 
 
Robbins pushes WITH FORCE, to OPEN the door and holds for 
Indo as he follows inside. 
  
INDO 
Okay. 
 
HUNTER 
(On radio). 
Charlie, I’m tracking for a spot.  
What’s your 20? 
 
ROBBINS 
(Searching for something to answer Hunter but not alert 
Indo). 
Ahh. Ok.  
 
HUNTER 
10-9 your last. 
  
Robbins and Indo reach the 2nd floor. Robbins holds the 
FIREDOOR for Indo and fumbles with his phone to allow Indo 
to move in front and gives Robbins a moment to look for the 
door to the WHELEN RESIDENCE. 
  
INDO 
This one? 
 
ROBBINS 
(Looking down at phone, stalling).  
Yeah, yeah. 
Knock. 
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Indo knocks on the door, briskly, while Robbins steps 
closer, still fumbling with the phone. Robbins knocks three 
times, more sharply. 
 
ROBBINS 
…He’s hard of hearing. 

INDO 
Alright… 

 
HUNTER 

(Slightly agiated). 
Hey, CHARLIE, what’s your 20? 

 
Robbins is shoulder to shoulder with Indo at the Whelan 
door. Robbins is nervous, a little too intense. Indo is 
awkwardly, trying to be comfortable. Whelan’s door opens 
and Whelan stands guard. 
  

ROBBINS 
Howdy neighbor! 

 
Indo raises his hand for a proper hand shake.  
 
Whelen looks candid at the greet.  
 
Robbins lowers his shoulder and drives Indo through the 
door gap and into Whelan who goes wide-eyed.  
 
Both Indo and Whelan are off guard. Indo stumbles but 
regains footing and stands.  
 
Whelen stumbled back a few steps and raises his hands in 
defense and surprise.  
 
Robbins pulls his firearm and shoot Indo in the head and 
Indo crumbles to the ground.  
 
Robbins moves his right hand to holster his gun and uses 
his left hand to pull the KNIFE from his pocket.  
 
Whelan staggers to balance and can’t grasp what happened 
with the entrance.  
 
Robbins switches the knife to his hand and lunges at 
Whelen, slashes once, cutting Whelen along the shoulder. 
 

WHELEN 
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Ahhhh! 
 
Whelen turns and defensively in fear raises his hands as 
Robbins finds the mark with a death blow.  
 
Robbins quickly topples Whelen and stabs him again in the 
upper back. 
  
Robbins stands over the two bodies.  
 
Robbins walks to close the door to slightly ajar.  
 
Robbins removes the BURNER PHONE from his pocket; wipes it 
over with his shirt, and runs Indo fingers and palm across 
the outside and screen, then places it inside Indo pant 
pocket.  
 
Robbins pulls the knife from Whelan back, wipes, then runs 
Indo fingers and palm across the handle.  
 
Robbins tosses the knife nearby on the floor. The knife 
spins to a stop. 
 
Robbins a deep breath, exhales, steadies himself. 
 

ROBBINS 
(Radio). 
Shots fired! Shots fired! 
Need 911! 

 
HUNTER 

(Hunter has lost all control). 
WHAT’S YOUR 20! 
ROBBINS, WHATS YOUR 20! 

 
ROBBINS 

14…6 Leavenworth St, 2ND Floor. 
Two subjects down.  
I NEED AN ABMULANCE. 

 
Robbins ceremonially starts First Aid on Indo. Blood is 
everywhere. 
 

GLEN 
I’m coming! 

 
HUNTER 
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1 Minute out. I’m coming! 
 
Robbins is scanning the room, takes out OWN CELL PHONE and 
dials 911. Blood splatters and pool are everywhere; Indo 
brain matter is along wall near entrance. Robbins sits at 
the table, hands covered in blood, takes DEEP breath. 
  

OPERATOR 
911 

 
ROBBINS 

(On his cell phone). 
This is Agent Robbins, FBI, 
I need a medical response unit at 
146 Leavenworth St, 2nd floor. 
Two injuries, one is a GSW, 
Other is a deep puncture. 
Both males, one conscious. 

 
Robbins looks at Whelen who is clearly dead. 
 

ROBBINS 
Hurry. 

 
OPERATOR 

Please stay on the-- 
 
Robbins hangs up. Robbins radio continues to chirp. Police 
sirens are closing in.  
 
Hurried footsteps approach as Hunter enters, sweat covered, 
gun drawn, frantic. 
  

HUNTER 
YOU OK! ROBBINS, YOU OK! 

 
Robbins is shallow breathing, staring into space, 
attempting to ACT like he’s in shock.  
 
Hunter scans Robbins, then the room. 
   

HUNTER 
GEEZ, you okay. ROBBINS! Are you 
ok? 

 
ROBBINS 

I think so. 
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Hunter kneels next to Robbins still gauging Robbins 
presence, and glances at the two bodies.  
Hunter stands looks Indo in what’s left of his face, then 
approaches Whelen and checks for a pulse. Hunter nods and 
slowly rises. 
 

HUNTER 
Holy fucking shit. It was Indo. 
Shit. Muther fucker fucking killed 
this fucking guy. You are lucky as 
shit. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Looks up, sheepishly). 
Yeah, I guess. Fuck, it was chaos. 

 
More approaching footsteps. Glen enters with uniformed 
police officer, EMT to follow, other building occupants are 
in tow. 
 

GLEN 
Fuck. Fuck. Fuck. 
Robbins, you okay? 

 
Glen scans the room, sees no obvious Robbins injury. 
 

GLENN 
Shit. Did a pig explode? 

 
HUNTER 

Yeah, he’s ok. Physically. 
Showing signs of shock. 
Keep an eye on him.  

 
GLEN 

What happened? 
 
Robbins, stares at the ground, near motionless, cants his 
ears. 
 

HUNTER (V.O.S.) 
Robbins was tailing the guy. Indo 
made a move into this apartment. 
Robbins followed him in. Fuck, got 
here just after Indo stabbed this 
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guy. Blew his brains out. Good 
shoot?  
 

Hunter and Glen look over at Robbins. Robbin wryly smiles 
for a second. 
 

GLEN 
I’ll get him out of here.  
Get Manny on the phone.  

 
HUNTER 

Ok.  
 
INT. INDO RESIDENCE - DAY 

 
Agents search Indo’s computer.  
 
Team searches the apartment while an agent searches Indo’s 
computer. The agent looks at the report, takes a second 
look, and calls another agent over.  
 
Manny walks in.  

 
AGENT 6 

Hey, Manny. 
 

MANNY 
Whacha got? 

 
AGENT 6 

Laptop, Apple, encrypted. 
 

MANNY  
No phones? 

 
AGENT 6 

No. Well..Yes. 
Two phones, his but not HERE. The 
team at Whelen’s has those. I 
heard the field search had no 
smoking bullet. 

 
MANNY 

Nothing? 
 

AGENT 6 
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Phone 1, Samsung, Android, 
scrolled calls and texts, browsing 
history. Cursory review of photos 
revealed nothing of substance. 

 
MANNY 

That was the phone on him? 
 

AGENT 6 
Well, he had two phones on him. 
Both Android, so we’ll get full 
dumps. The other is an LG.  
The LG wasn’t protected, looked 
new, and only had a few calls. 

 
MANNY 

What else? 
 

AGENT 6 
Well, here, nothing. No 
peripherals. Some Meth. A little 
cash. We are grabbing everything 
to see if we can match anything 
back to the other crime scenes, 
souvenirs. 

 
MANNY 

Yeah, there will be something.  
These guys are sloppy. I’m 
surprised we didn’t find body 
parts on the stove. 

 
AGENT 6 

(Laughs). 
On in his bed… 

 
MANNY 

Not funny. This guy’s a convicted 
sex offender. 

 
AGENT 6 

That makes 5. 
 

MANNY 
It sure would. The press will have 
a field day. 
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AGENT 6 
Any ideas on how he targeted them? 

 
MANNY 

We don’t know anything, yet. Hell, 
they could all play cards together 
Friday nights. Heck, they’d all 
have their names, addresses and 
photos posted to the public, on 
the internet, under Megan’s Law.  

 
AGENT 6 

Street justice? 
 

MANNY 
Maybe, it happens. He just comes 
up with a list, and Starts-A-
Killing…. 

 
AGENT 6 

Was this guy a child sex offender? 
 

MANNY 
No, just straight up assault.  
His name is familiar too. We must 
have worked him at some point. Not 
a common name. There’s a bright 
line between CE and run-of-the-
mill psychos. You wouldn’t think 
there would be. But there is.  

 
AGENT 6 

How’s Robbins? 
 

MANNY 
Shaken, but ok. He’s got some time 
off coming. 

 
AGENT 6 

You think he’ll bounce back? 
 

MANNY 
He’ll be fine. It’s not his first 
OIS.  

 
AGENT 6 
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I’ve been on 15 years, none yet. 
The guy must be a MAGNET.  

 
MANNY 

Sometimes bad luck finds you. 
 
 
 

EXT. STREET - DAY 
 

Glen and Manny pull up to the ROBBINS RESIDENCE in GLEN G-
RIDE, park and exit. Glen carries a Philz Coffee and a 
WHITE PAPER CHIK-FILA bag, walk up and knock on the door. A 
knock. 
 
INT. LIVING ROOM – DAY 
 
Natalie answers, guarded. 

 
NATALIE 

Hi? 
 

MANNY 
How’s Robbins enjoying his time 
off? 

 
NATALIE 

What’s this about? Do you have a 
warrant? 

 
Glen and Manny start to laugh AS IF Natalie was joking but 
then realize she wasn’t. 

 
GLEN 

No, maam. We are from the office. 
Just wanted to stop by and check 
on him. Brought him his favorites. 

 
NATALIE 

I’ll… 
 

Natalie still standing in the doorway as Robbins steps in 
view, opens the door wide and smiles. 

 
ROBBINS 

Hello gentlemen! C’mon in. 
What’ brings you out this way? 
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MANNY 

We were just in the neighborhood; 
thought we’d stop by. 

 
GLEN 

The girls at Philz were starting 
to wonder where you were. 

 
Glen laughs, alone, Natalie glares. Robbins, Glen and Manny 
stand in the doorway, Natalie hangs in the near distance, 
outside the immediate conversation but eavesdropping in 
sight. 
 

GLEN 
So, how have you been? 

 
ROBBINS 

Good, just waiting for IA to clear 
my return. 

 
MANNY 

It always takes a few weeks. I 
think they do that on purpose. 

 
NATALIE 

(interjects). 
Everything’s okay, right?  
He’s not in trouble? 

 
MANNY 

No, no. This is routine. 
He’s not in trouble. 

 
NATALIE 

(Blurts). 
Then why is he suspended?  
Do they think he had something to 
do with this? 

 
MANNY 

Well, no. It’s typical when 
there’s an INCIDENT like this, to 
give the agent, and the AGENCY, 
time to conduct a complete review. 

 
NATALIE 
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Well the guy killed them. He 
killed them all. The evidence 
shows that, right? 

 
GLEN 

Yes, maam, it does. Robbins saved 
lives. 

 
NATALIE 

HE SURE DID. 
 

Natalie leaves the immediate area. The trio go quiet as she 
exits. 

 
ROBBINS 

Sorry, she’s a little worked up. 
Not sleeping well. 

 
GLEN 

You? 
 

ROBBINS 
Me? I’m okay. She’s the wreck. 

 
MANNY 

It’s important you take care of 
her. We’re here for you. 

 
GLEN 

We’ll see you around the campfire, 
soon too? 

 
ROBBINS 

You bet! 
 

Manny and Glen exit and Robbins closes the door. Natalie 
enters the room. 

 
ROBBINS 

What part of KEEP YOUR FUCKING 
MOUTH SHUT did you forget?  

 
NATALIE 

They know, I feel their energy. 
They know. 

 
ROBBINS 
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No one knows anything.  
 

NATALIE 
You said it yourself. If they look 
closely they’ll figure it out. 

 
ROBBINS 

They have no reason to look close. 
There may be breadcrumbs, but the 
trail of blood is brighter.  

 
NATALIE 

But what if? 
 

ROBBINS 
What if what? Geez. I think I’ll 
know if they suspect something. If 
I catch wind. I may have to take a 
little more leave until things 
settle down. Just to be sure. 

 
NATALIE 

Where would you go? 
 

ROBBINS 
Somewhere outside the U.S. But not 
too far. Should look like a 
vacation. 

 
NATALIE 

Somewhere where they couldn’t 
arrest you? 

 
ROBBINS  

No, no. That’d alone would be 
suspicious. Just somewhere, a 
couple days, in case things go 
wrong. 

 
NATALIE 

Where? 
 

ROBBINS 
Cabo?  

 
NATALIE 

You? 
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ROBBINS 

All of us. Together. 
 

NATALIE 
(Angry). 
Maddy is not missing school.  
You want to run OFF and play in 
the sand. YOU go ahead. 

 
ROBBINS 

Woah. Slow down. I’m not saying 
pull her out of school and move to 
Mexico. I’m just saying there’s 
some loose ends, we need a plan. 
You know. Just in case. 

 
NATALIE 

No. NO! This is your mess. 
WE ARE NOT GOING ANYWHERE! 

 
ROBBINS 

Okay. Calm down. Let’s be 
practical. Probably, nothing will 
happen. You and Maddy are fine. 
I’m just saying let’s take a 
break, until we get more clarity. 

 
NATALIE 

Fuck, clarity. We are not going to 
jail for what you did. Maddy is 
not going to foster care. We are 
not leaving our house! You do 
whatever you need to do. If they 
come back, I’m going to tell them 
what you did. 

 
Time stops. Robbins exhales so slowly it painful.  

 
ROBBINS 

What? Tell them… 
 
 

EXT. MANNYS OFFICE - DAY 
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Hunter in his cubicle watches Manny and Robbins in Manny’s 
office. YARVO, 30’s, quiet, speaks quicker than his mind 
works, leans over Hunter’s cubicle. 
  

YARVO 
Reading lips there wonder boy? 

 
HUNTER 

About as well as you juggle nuts! 
 

YARVO 
Too quiet over there. I knew you 
weren’t thinking. 

 
HUNTER 

Yeah… Robbins has been in with 
Manny for a while. 

 
YARVO 

(Jabs). 
You his babysitter? 
That’s the guy who shot the serial 
killer. I think Manny has time for 
him… Maybe if YOU did something 
COOL, LIKE POLICE WORK once in a 
while YOU wouldn’t be so LAME. 

 
HUNTER 

(Trite).  
Well, What if I told you Robbins 
knew the serial killer, BEFORE he 
killed him? 

 
YARVO 

Like, they were buds? 
 

HUNTER 
No, well, I don’t know. Maybe he 
was investigating him AND didn’t 
solve the case until after he 
killed. I don’t know.... 

 
Yarvo puzzled goes silence and contemplates. 
 

HUNTER 
He looked the SUB up on OST, a few 
weeks before… 
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YARVO 

That doesn’t mean anything. 
I have 30 cases now – I need to 
look at my notes just to know who 
is who. All the names run 
together. Fuck, I may have cut a 
302 on a murderer too. 

 
HUNTER 

Yeah, but did you shoot him in the 
head, point blank, afterwards? 

 
YARVO 

No, but hey. I’m a lover not a 
fighter. 
(Pause). 
You think its fishy?  You better 
talk with Manny before calling IA. 
You’ll end up on the tail end of 
that investigation if you jump 
chain. 
(Poor Street slang…) 
Manny will fuck your shit all up… 

 
HUNTER 

Of course. I don’t think 
anything’s going on. Just 
chatting. Robbins is solid. Fuck 
prob and stats…. 

 
YARVO 

Watch your language, that’s our 
church your slandering…. 

 
HUNTER 

Yeah, NERD church…. 
 

YARVO 
You’re one pressed suit away from 
a caveman. 
(Laughs). 
Man. I’m hitting the head. 

 
Hunter watches as Robbins and Manny rise. Manny walks 
Robbins to the door and returns to his desk to take a call. 
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Robbins lingers, slowly towards the exit. Hunter heads to 
Manny’s office. 
 

CUT TO 
INT. HALLWAY – DAY 
  
Yarvo returns from the bathroom and passes Robbins. 

YARVO 
Hey, Robbins? Right? 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah. 
 

YARVO 
Great fucking work. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Upbeat). 
Thanks! 

 
YARVO 

Don’t take shit from anyone. If it 
was up to HQ, we’d all take naps 
in cribs and breastfeed. 

 
ROBBINS 

Yeah, sometimes. HQ is doing a 
solid. I’m in the clear and should 
be back in a couple weeks. Just 30 
days admin leave. 

 
YARVO 

Nice! I thought it would take 
longer to clear since you knew the 
guy. 

 
BEAT 

 
ROBBINS 

Huh? 
 

YARVO 
You know, since you had history. 
Maybe IA would take longer. I know 
guys off work for a year. 

 
ROBBINS 
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Who do I know? 
 

YARVO 
(Nervous) 
No, I…Hunter told me you knew the 
subject. Had history. Or nothing. 

 
ROBBINS 

What exactly did Hunter say? 
 

Robbins moves closer to Yarvo, not threatening, but a foot 
from his face. 
  

YARVO 
Just that you looked the subject 
up on OST before the shooting. 
Nothing. Just routine. 

 
ROBBINS 

Ohh. 
(Puzzled).  
Ohh. 
(Trying to sound relieved). 
That’s nothing. Just a 
coincidence. It’s weird Hunter 
would even know that… 

 
YARVO 

Yeah, he’s a weird dude. He’s 
probably timing my bathroom break 
to track if I’m taking a leak or 
dropping a loaf. 

 
Robbins looks back toward the office and sees Hunter 
loitering outside Manny’s office.  
 
Panic sets in.  
 
Robbins moves with haste from the office and doesn’t 
respond as Yarvo is left mid-conversation.  
 
 
EXT. SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT - DAT 

 
Robbins exits a taxi, wearing same attire, and a backpack, 
phone pressed to his ear, clearly in a rush, and trying to 
appear calm but not doing a good job at it.  
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INT. KITCHEN - DAY 
 
Natalie panic stricken, nerves shot, paces. 
 
INTERCUT between Robbins and Natalie. 
 

ROBBINS 
Ok. LISTEN. I have tickets for US. 
Just grab a few things. You are on 
the next flight. 

 
NATALIE 

No. NO. Next flight?  
 

ROBBINS 
It will be fun. Just a short trip 
for a few days. I gotta go right 
NOW. 

 
NATALIE 

How many days? 
 

ROBBINS 
Maybe 3 or 4. 

 
NATALIE 

You didn’t even wait for us? 
 

ROBBINS 
You weren’t home. I booked all 
three of us. But, I need to get 
this one. 

 
NATALIE 

You couldn’t wait an hour? 
 

ROBBINS 
You didn’t pick up. I didn’t know. 
I think they may be on to us. 

 
NATALIE 

Know what? 
 

ROBBINS 
What was going on. 
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NATALIE 
What? What did you think? 

 
ROBBINS 

(Losing the fight) 
I don’t know. I really. I’m 
panicking here. 

 
NATALIE 

(Gains more traction) 
Your funny, mister. You have 
another thing coming if you think 
we are going to drop what we are 
doing and run to you AGAIN. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Beaten) 
Again? 

 
Robbins shakes his head and mouths the word “Again” since 
he has no idea what she’s talking about. 

  
ROBBINS 

(Trying to sell it) 
Listen, its Cabo. Beaches. Sun. 

 
NATALIE 

What if its more than that? 
Your worried about yourself. 
Now you want to drag US down. 

 
CONTINUOUS 

CUT TO 
INT. TERMINAL – DAY 
 
Robbins reaches the self-help kiosk and starts the boarding 
process. 
  

ROBBINS 
(Pleads) 
Ok. Ok. If not today, will you 
come down tomorrow? 

 
NATALIE 

I don’t know. I’ll think about it. 
 

ROBBINS 
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It’s making this worse for me. 
For all of us. When they hear I 
went to Cabo the same day they 
learned I knew they guy… Well, 
let’s just say I’m well past being 
a FLIGHT RISK. 

 
NATALIE 

Well, I didn’t do anything. 
If you’re going to be arrested, I 
don’t want any part of it. 

 
ROBBINS 

I’m not saying I’ll be arrested. 
I’m saying there’s a CHANCE, and I 
don’t want to spend the rest of my 
life in PRISON. I could use a day 
head start if things unwind. 

 
NATALIE 

Alright. I’ll think about it. How 
will you know if they are on to 
you? 

 
ROBBINS 

They’ll be subtle, but you’ll 
know. The office calls the house 
instead of just my cell. There’s 
another home visit by agents we 
don’t know. Cars parked outside. 
Our trash cans are moved.  
Heck, they may even come to the 
house with a warrant. 

 
NATALIE 

Come to MY house!! 
 

ROBBINS 
(Pleads) 
Yeah, it’s a possibility. I don’t 
know how much they KNOW or 
SUSPECT. Listen, I may need to 
take a cash advance on the credit 
card. Just to cover the hotel. 

 
NATALIE 

Cash advance? 
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ROBBINS 

They’ll be able to see the credit 
card charges, and follow my cell 
phone pings. I’ll call you from a 
different number later today. Just 
pack a bag and come down. 

 
NATALIE 

I love you. But you are own your 
own with this. This. Whatever. 
I’ll do whatever I have to, to 
protect my family. 

 
ROBBINS 

(Timidly) 
I am your family. 

 
NATALIE 

(With strength) 
No, you’re my husband, and the 
father of our child, But that’s as 
FAR as it goes.  

 
Robbins reaches airport security and on hearing NATALIE 
final words, the phone call ends. Robbins looks down 
feeling confident Natalie will turn him in at first chance, 
AND IT SADDENS HIM.  

 
ROBBINS 
(Deep breath) 
I’m leaving a better place.  
 
 

INT. MANNYS OFFICE - DAY 
 

Hunter and Manny sit. Both look uneasy. Hunter is frazzled, 
and Manny appears tense. 
 

MANNY 
In the old days, everyone knew the 
bad guy. He rode in at night. On a 
dark horse. Wore a mask. He robbed 
the bank in broad daylight. Killed 
the sheriff. And disappeared. 
Today is different. There’s one 
thing to consider. You can’t be 
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surprised, if you do not have 
expectations. Like drawing a 
square peg from the grab bag in 
the dark. Six dead. Five stabbed 
child molesters. One shot violent 
felon. Yeah, Robbins cut some 
corners, and his career MAY suffer 
from his lack of judgement. But 
here’s a guy who did what others 
weren’t willing to do.  

 
HUNTER 

So... you’re not taking this 
serious. You’re not going to 
follow up. I’m telling you he 
searched for this guy, two weeks 
before he shot him in the head, 
after running off on random solo-
surveillance. 
  

MANNY 
This is serious. Do you know every 
subject you’ve search for? 

 
HUNTER 

Well, no. But this is NOT that. 
 

MANNY 
I’ve followed up on every lead. No 
eye-witnesses in four murders. 
Three password encrypted laptops 
we can’t get into. No latent 
fingerprints of value, nothing to 
tie anyone to anything. I have a 
highly decorated FBI Agent Who in 
self-defense shot and killed a 
suspect. A suspect who committed a 
murder in his presence. And a 
phone with call connectivity, a 
burner phone, which shows the 
murderer knew the victim. 

 
Manny stands, moves around his desk and stands close to 
Hunter. Hunter is uneasy as Manny puffs his chest, hands to 
his hips, and leans in. Manny’s voice booms.  
 

MANNY 
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I have four teams of eight agents, 
nearly 200 active cases, each of 
which has a VICTIM who would love 
to hear the perpetrator is dead. 
But we don’t have that, do we. 
Listen. We don’t deal with 
coincidence. We deal in 
providence.  

 
EXT. CABO BEACH - DAY 

 
Robbins lays on a lounge chair among tourists. Robbins 
still dressed in his EXIT ATTIRE, but grimy.  
 
Robbins has a new phone, looks down and scrolls and sees no 
contacts, but already added a screenshot of a family photo.  

 
ROBBINS 

(Aloud sadly). 
Such a beautiful place. It’s a 
mistake to become too predictable.  
All Things Eventually Fall Apart. 

 
 

FADE OUT 


